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Abstract
Due to its high energy generation capability and minimal environmental impact, wind energy is
an elegant solution to the growing global energy demand. Though wind energy systems can yield
large amounts of energy, frequent atmospheric changes make it difficult to effectively harness the
energy in the wind because maximum power extraction occurs at a different operating point for
each wind condition. Therefore, maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control algorithms are
used in wind energy systems to increase its power extraction efficiency.
Basic MPPT algorithms use pre-determined mathematical relationships that represent a specific
wind system’s power/torque characteristics for maximum power capture. Due to system aging,
the efficiency of these basic algorithms deteriorates over time since it cannot adapt to any system
changes.

As a result, perturb and observe (P&O) parameter-independent algorithms were

developed to actively search for the system’s optimal operating points by perturbing the system
and observing the resultant behavior. However, P&O algorithms are susceptible to logical errors
when subjected to frequent atmospheric variations and ignore the effects of air density.
This thesis proposes a parameter independent intelligent power management controller that
consists of a slope-assisted MPPT and a power limit search (PLS) algorithm for small wind
energy systems.

The proposed MPPT actively searches for MPPs and establishes a maximum

power curve (MPC) relationship that characterizes the behavior of the given wind turbine to assist
in future MPP searches. The algorithm is robust to changes in wind speed and/or air density
conditions by monitoring internal system behavior. The slope assist MPPT uses an internally
derived slope parameter to ‘remember and revert’ to the system’s last operating state before the
atmospheric change to increase MPP search efficiency.
The controller’s PLS is able to minimize the production of surplus energy to minimize the heat
dissipation requirements of the energy release mechanism. The PLS seeks the operating points
that result in the desired power rather than the maximum power.
ii

Finally, the performance of the proposed algorithm was compared to that of the conventional
P&O algorithms and the results have shown that the proposed MPPT can extract at least 10%
more power.

iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
With minimal environmental impact on our planet, renewable energy systems play an important
role in satiating the world’s growing energy demand. As a clean and endless energy source, wind
has been harnessed as mechanical power since the 1800s. But it was in the late 1900s when the
technological advances in electric machines and wind turbine design finally enabled researchers
to transform the kinetic energy from the wind into usable electrical energy [1]. Since then, the
wind energy market has grown significantly. Wind farms support the utility grid while small
wind energy systems (WES) effectively power remote off-grid areas and urban homes.
According to the Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC), the global wind market reported a
growth of almost 19% in 2012 which brought the global cumulative installed wind capacity to
282.5 GW [2].
To harness wind energy, the kinetic energy in the wind is captured by wind turbine rotor blades
and the resultant mechanical torque on the rotor shaft causes the electric generator to produce
usable electrical power. Wind energy is capable of supplying large amounts of power but wind is
a highly unpredictable resource. Due to the aerodynamic design of the wind turbine blades,
maximum power extraction from the wind occurs at a specific rotational speed for each wind
speed.

Since wind turbines do not naturally operate at the optimal rotational speeds for

maximum power extraction, the use of maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control
techniques can significantly improve the power generation capability of a wind turbine.

The

primary function of MPPT algorithms is to search for and maintain the given turbine’s optimal
1

operating point when it is subjected to fluctuating wind and atmospheric conditions. This thesis
presents a power management controller that features an effective parameter independent MPPT
algorithm and a power limit search (PLS) algorithm. The MPPT algorithm achieves high energy
capture efficiency by actively detecting and identifying the changes in wind conditions and
continually adapting to the wind system’s characteristics. The PLS algorithm minimizes the
generation of excess power in high winds and maintains the highest level of power extraction
with respect to the set power limit.

1.2 Wind Energy Market
Wind power has been experiencing a healthy growth over the years thanks to its ability to
produce large amounts of clean power at minimal cost. By using wind power, it diversifies a
country’s energy supply, relieves the burden of expensive fossil fuel imports, improves air
quality, and reduces their carbon footprint to combat climate change.
Despite the effects of the 2009 financial crisis and subsequent economic slowdown, the global
cumulative growth of the wind energy market in 2011 and 2012 was significant; the wind energy
market grew by approximately 20%. By December 2012, the global wind capacity reached 282.5
GW. Figure 1-1 illustrates the global installed capacity from 1996 to 2012 [2] [3][4]. Figure 1-2
highlights the 2011 and 2012 wind markets of the top ten countries that have the highest
cumulated installed wind capacities in the world [2] [3].

2

Figure 1-1 Global Annual Installed Wind Capacity (1996 – 2012) in MW. Data obtained
from [2][3][4].

Figure 1-2 Cumulative global installed wind capacity from 2011-2012. Data obtained from
[2][3].

3

1.3 Canadian Wind Energy Market
Due to aggressive renewable energy incentive policies, Canada has been consistently ranked as
one of the top 10 countries for its installed wind energy capacity since 2011; the breakdown of
the 2012 global wind market is shown in Figure 1-3. In 2008, the Canadian government started
the WindVision 2025 project with a cumulative wind capacity of less than 1% of the country’s
energy consumption (approximately 2, 366 MW) [5]. The goal of the project was to have wind
energy account for 20% of the country’s energy consumption by 2025. In physical terms, this
translates to an approximate target of 55,000 MW of installed wind energy capacity. For Canada,
2011 was a record year as the country reported over 1 GW of newly installed wind capacity for
the first time [3]. The wind energy growth is still going strong in the country as its capacity grew
by 20% (936 MW of new wind energy capacity) in 2012—bringing the total installed capacity to
6.2 GW—as a result of over 2 billion CAD of investment [2]. Canada’s total installed wind
capacity is 7.8 GW as of January 2014, and it is currently ranked 9th in the world for its wind
energy capacity [3][5]. Ontario is the current leader in Canada with a total of 2470.5 MW of
wind energy systems. The Canadian Wind Energy Association (CanWEA) and GWEC has
forecasted that by 2015, Canada’s total installed wind capacity will exceed 10 GW [2][3].

4

Figure 1-3 Global total installed wind capacity as of December 2012. Data obtained from
[2].

1.4 Proposed Work
To be an effective alternative energy source, wind turbines should extract as much power as
possible from the wind when it is available. Each wind turbine has a unique power characteristic
due to their aerodynamic profile. The power characteristic dictates that there exists a specific
optimal turbine rotational speed for each wind condition that results in maximum power capture.
Since wind turbines do not naturally operate at the operating points that correspond to the
turbine’s optimal rotational speeds for each wind speed, wind turbines cannot operate at their full
potential without the assistance of maximum power extraction control algorithms. For wind
systems, maximum power extraction control algorithms can significantly increase power
extraction efficiency, lower mechanical stress, reduce power pulsations, and improve power
quality [1] [6][7][8] [9][10][11][12][13].

The increased power extraction of a wind turbine also

makes wind turbines more economically viable by lowering the cost per watt generated.
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Due to the aerodynamics imposed by a wind turbine’s blade design, there exists a unique
operating state that results in maximum power extraction for each wind speed.

A MPPT

algorithm boosts the energy extraction efficiency of a wind turbine by seeking out and
maintaining the optimal operating points for each wind scenario. An ideal control algorithm
should consider three main factors: the volatile nature of the wind, unpredictable air density
variations, and parameter shifts due to system aging. In order to compensate for the parameter
shifts due to system aging and to allow the algorithm to be used for a wide range of wind
turbines, the ideal algorithm should be parameter independent. As such, the biggest challenge in
developing an effective MPPT algorithm is to ensure that it can quickly determine the operating
point for maximum power capture under fluctuating atmospheric conditions while being ‘blind’
to the turbine’s power characteristics, machine parameters, aerodynamic features, and
atmospheric conditions.
Various types of MPPT algorithms have been presented in literature [7] [14] [15] [16] [17][18]
[19][20][21][22][23][24][25][26] [27][28], but they are prone to diverging from the wind
system’s maximum power curve under fluctuating atmospheric conditions and machine aging.
Parameter independent algorithms are mainly variations of the standard perturb and observe
(P&O) algorithm. P&O algorithms are effective when wind conditions are relatively stable but
their effectiveness is drastically reduced in the event of frequent atmospheric fluctuations. Most
algorithms in literature assume fixed air density and do not consider the changes in the turbine
blade aerodynamics. Air density is mainly influenced by the fluctuations in temperature and
humidity. Changes in air density and the turbine blade aerodynamics can significantly change the
power characteristics of the turbine (e.g. changes the shape of the power curves) and should,
therefore, not be overlooked. It is also essential for a MPPT algorithm to consider machine aging
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and rotor blade erosion and/or ice accumulation as they change the power extraction and
aerodynamic characteristics of the wind turbine over time.
The main objective of this thesis is to develop a logic-based control scheme to maximize the
power capture of small wind turbines. Rather than taking the mathematical approach, the logicbased approach alleviates system dependencies and promotes high control flexibility and
adaptability.

This thesis proposes an adaptive slope assist maximum power point tracking

(MPPT) algorithm that is parameter independent and extracts the key characteristics from the
system through self-training so that it can be applicable to a wide range of small WES. The
proposed algorithm compensates for frequent atmospheric changes by detecting and identifying
wind speed changes through a state observer module and the MPPT algorithm decision logic.
The state observer module detects atmospheric changes to help the decision module to logically
determine the best course of action.
The MPPT algorithm uses a derived ‘slope’ relationship based algorithm that correlates the
measured power and speed of the turbine to the system tip speed ratio (TSR).

The TSR

characterizes the level of aerodynamic efficiency of the turbine; for each wind turbine, maximum
power capture occurs at a singular TSR at all wind speeds. The ‘slope’ relationship represents all
the power and generator speed values that correspond to a specific TSR. By using this
relationship, it allows the algorithm to ‘remember’ the last effective position on the power curve
before the atmospheric change and resume its search process following the interruption. The
algorithm also stores, and analyzes the obtained maximum power points (MPP) to determine an
averaged optimal slope-TSR relationship that allows it to accurately infer the location of the MPP
points when the wind speed and/or air density conditions change. The averaging process enables
the algorithm to determine an approximate maximum power curve (MPC) that best represents the
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family of MPCs recorded, due to different air density conditions, to expedite future searches. In
addition, the averaging also helps diminish the effects of occasional erroneous MPPs. The
algorithm also periodically updates its slope and MPC databases over time to also take machine
aging and/or changes in blade aerodynamics into account.
In standalone off-grid applications, the goal is not to simply extract the maximum power since
there are energy storage limitations. As such, the generated wind energy must be properly
regulated. When there is a surplus of power, it is redirected to an energy ‘dump’ known as a
‘dummy load’ and the excess power is dissipated as heat. Therefore, the challenge of standalone
wind systems is to efficiently extract the maximum power from the wind when possible and
minimize surplus energy generation to reduce the cost and heat dissipation requirements of the
energy dump mechanism. As such, a power limit search (PLS) algorithm has been developed to
complement the slope assist MPPT algorithm in this thesis. The PLS is used to regulate the
power generated in high winds to minimize surplus power generation. The PLS algorithm uses a
search method that is similar to the adaptive MPPT. However, rather than searching for the
maximum power point, the PLS searches for and maintains the operating points that will result in
the desired output power level rather than the MPP.
Together, the proposed MPPT and PLS algorithms form a power management controller that
regulates the power extraction of the WES in high winds and maintains the highest possible
power extraction efficiency at all times.

The power management controller autonomously

switches between the MPPT and the PLS to regulate the wind turbine energy extraction. The
MPPT is used when the wind speeds result in maximum power levels that are lower than the
desired power level. The PLS, on the other hand, is used when the maximum power levels
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exceed the desired power; when surplus power generation is detected, the PLS feature is
automatically activated.

1.4.1 Thesis Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are the following:
1. An efficient, sensor-less, and adaptive parameter independent MPPT algorithm that is
applicable for a wide range of wind turbines and is robust to atmospheric change.
2. A power limiting search (PLS) algorithm that reduces the generation of surplus
power for standalone wind systems. Since standalone systems have limited energy
storage, the minimization of surplus power will reduce the cost, size, and heat
dissipation requirements of the ‘dummy load’.
3. A state observer supervisory control module that monitors the system state and
assists the search algorithms (MPPT or PLS) in determining atmospheric change.
Depending on the atmospheric conditions, it also selects the appropriate search
algorithm (MPPT or PLS) according to the given atmospheric conditions.
4. A custom WES test bench that is used to experimentally assess the effectiveness and
functionality of the proposed power management and MPPT algorithm. The WES
test bench consists of a wind turbine simulator and the power electronics interface.
5. A digital implementation of the proposed power management algorithm.

The

algorithm is programmed on a digital signal processor to experimentally verify its
functionality.

1.5 Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 is an overview of the wind energy market and presents the intentions and the
contributions of this thesis. The requirements and challenges of MPPT algorithms for wind
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energy systems were briefly discussed and the main features of the proposed MPPT and power
regulation solutions were highlighted.
Chapter 2 reviews the principles of wind energy conversion and presents a literature review on
MPPT algorithms for wind energy systems. The wind energy conversion review discusses the
types of wind turbines, wind energy conversion principles, features of the fixed and variable
speed systems, and the types of commonly used wind generators. The commonly used WES
power electronic interfaces used for MPPT are also introduced and discussed. In this chapter a
detailed review of the MPPT algorithms in literature is also provided.
The proposed MPPT scheme is described in detail in Chapter 3. This chapter discusses the
philosophy and advantages of the overall algorithm, state observer module, slope-assisted
decision algorithm, and the power limiting feature. The state observer module monitors the WES
operation conditions to determine atmospheric changes. The slope assisted decision algorithm
expedites the MPP search process by using the atmospheric information from the state observer
module and by extracting an equivalent of the turbine’s TSR parameter which defines its
aerodynamic efficiency.

Lastly, the power limiting feature allows the user (or an external

controller) to specify the desired power output. When the power limiting feature is selected, the
controller will autonomously switch between MPPT and PLS. MPPT is used when the wind
speeds result in maximum power levels that are lower than the desired power level. The PLS is
used when the maximum power levels for the wind speeds exceed the desired power level. The
PLS operates like the MPPT algorithm but searches for and maintains the TSR that results in
target power level.
In chapter 4, the mathematical modeling and design of the WES is discussed. The wind energy
system in question is a fixed-pitch horizontal axis wind turbine system with a permanent magnet
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synchronous generator. The front-end power electronic interface consists of a three phase diode
rectifier and a boost converter. The boost converter is responsible for implementing the proposed
MPPT control algorithm. The operating point of the wind energy system is adjusted by changing
duty ratio of the switching element of the boost converter. In another words, the generator’s
electrical loading torque is controlled by varying the boost converter’s duty ratio. The design of
the power electronic interface and the stability analysis of the overall system will be provided in
this chapter. This chapter will also discuss the implementation of the proposed algorithm on the
Texas Instrument F28335 digital signal processor (DSP).
Chapter 5 presents the simulation and experimental studies performance results of the proposed
algorithm. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, it is subjected to various
degrees of atmospheric fluctuation. Severe changes in both wind velocity and air density were
considered. To emulate a real life scenario, real time wind speed data gathered on the roof of
Walterlight Hall at Queen’s University in Kingston was used to test the effectiveness of the
algorithm. In addition, a comparison between the proposed algorithm’s and the widely used P&O
algorithm under identical conditions is also provided.
Lastly, a summary of the advantages and performance of the proposed algorithm is given in
chapter 6. Future work pertaining to this project is also discussed.
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Chapter 2 Wind Energy Conversion Review
2.1 Overview
Wind energy systems that are capable of maximizing power capture consists of a wind turbine,
electrical generator, power electronics, and a MPPT control module. The kinetic energy from the
wind is captured as mechanical energy by the rotor blades of a horizontal-axis or vertical-axis
wind turbine. The mechanical energy is then transformed into electrical energy through an
electrical generator and a power electronic interface. Due to the shape and construction of the
wind turbine blades, maximum wind power extraction occurs at a different rotational speed for
each wind speed and air density condition. The MPPT module’s task is to control the power
electronic interface so that the WES will extract as much power as possible from the wind when
faced with fluctuating wind and air density conditions.
In this thesis, the described WES is a horizontal-axis variable speed wind turbine system with a
non-salient pole permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) and a boost step-up front-end
power converter. The main contribution of this thesis is the state-observant slope assisted MPPT
algorithm and the power management controller. In this chapter, background information
regarding the key components of WES systems will be discussed. Due to the WES studied in this
thesis; an emphasis is placed on the fixed-pitch horizontal-axis variable-speed PMSG WES in this
chapter.

2.2 Wind Turbines
There are two kinds of wind turbines associated with wind energy systems; the horizontal-axis
and the vertical-axis wind turbines (see Figure 2-1) [1]. The horizontal-axis wind turbine
(HAWT)—which is used in this thesis work—primarily consists of a tower, a nacelle, and the
12

rotor blades. The nacelle contains a (optional) gearbox and the electrical generator. The power
electronic interface for the HAWTs is normally located at the base of the tower. Vertical-axis
wind turbine (VAWT) systems, on the other hand, are typically comprised of a tower, rotor
blades that span the length of the tower, and a rotor base that contains a generator-gearbox
combination. HAWTs have higher wind energy conversion efficiency than the VAWTs, selfstarting capability, and access to stronger winds due to the elevation provided by the tower
structure [1] [13] [29][30]. For these reasons, the work in this thesis is based on HAWTs.
Simple wind energy conversion is relatively straightforward process, but without any scheme in
place to enable maximum power transfer under atmospheric fluctuations, a large percentage of
wind power is wasted. By using MPPT control methods, it has been reported that variable speed
systems can capture approximately 10-30% more energy annually than fixed-speed systems
[6][7][8]. In the following section, the wind energy conversion principles are explained.
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Figure 2-1 A horizontal-axis turbine (right) and a vertical-axis turbine (left)

2.3 Wind Energy Conversion Principles
Wind energy systems were not able to efficiently and reliably produce electricity until the late
1980s due to technological limitations [1]. Since then, numerous wind energy systems have been
developed and the technological advances have been astounding. Despite technological progress,
however, it is physically impossible to convert all the kinetic energy in the wind into useable
energy due to the laws of aerodynamics. The energy in the wind is defined as the kinetic energy
in the ‘disc’ of wind that passes through the turbine rotor swept area (see Figure 2-2) and is
described by equations (2-1) - (2-3) where Pw = power in the wind; Ek = kinetic energy; t = time;
mair = air mass; ρ = air density [kg/m3]; A = rotor swept area [m2]; Vw = wind speed [m/s2]; and
Dair = distance that the disk of air travels.
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Figure 2-2 Energy in the wind.
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The disk actuator theory quantifies the aerodynamics of a wind turbine, and it states that the
maximum wind power extraction efficiency of an ideal turbine to is limited to the Betz limit at
59% efficiency [30].

While an ideal wind turbine has a maximum power extraction efficiency

of 59%, practical wind turbines have lower extraction efficiencies that are characterized by their
unique and dimension-less power coefficient function, Cp(λ, β). The power coefficient function
represents the efficiency of the wind turbine to convert wind energy into mechanical energy. The
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power coefficient value, Cp, is dependent on two variables: the tip speed ratio (TSR) and the pitch
angle, β. The TSR refers to the ratio of the tip speed of the turbine blade over the wind speed and
is expressed as equation (2-4) where λ = tip speed ratio (TSR); ω = turbine rotational speed
[rad/s]; and R = turbine blade radius. The pitch angle refers to the angle in which the turbine
blades are aligned with respect to their longitudinal axis. The physical meaning of the Cp is the
measured power captured by the wind turbine, P, divided by the theoretical power provided from
the wind (refer to eq.(2-5)). This curve is used to characterize wind turbines and is typically
provided by the wind turbine manufacturer or obtained through field tests. Equation (2-6)
describes the actual power captured by a wind turbine [30].



R
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There are two main classes of HAWTs: variable-pitch and fixed-pitch. As the name suggests, the
variable pitch wind turbine allows the rotor blades to twist along their longitudinal axis; meaning
the value of β is allowed to vary. Figure 2-3 is an illustration of the various Cp curves with
respect to different values of β, and it is clear that for a fixed-pitch (β = 0) wind turbine, the
overall system maximum power occurs at a unique optimal TSR, λopt [31].

With regards to

variable-pitch wind turbines, it is important to note that there are different maximum Cp values
(that occur at different TSR values) for each pitch angle. A fixed pitch wind turbine however, has
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a single optimal Cp and TSR pair since the blades of the wind turbine are bolted to the hub (where
β = 0). In this thesis, a fixed-pitch HAWT is considered.

Power Coefficient Curves
(Varying Pitch Angle, β)
C p, max
β = 0°

β = 5°
β = 10°

Cp

β = 20°

β = 15°

λ opt

Tip Speed Ratio (λ)
Figure 2-3 Power coefficient curves with respect to the pitch angle, β.

In a fixed-pitch WES, the power extraction efficiency is influenced solely by the Cp function and
the TSR (the ratio between the generator rotational speed and the wind speed). While the air
density does not affect the power extraction efficiency, it is important to note that it significantly
affects the amount of power extracted by the turbine. Therefore, to isolate the effects of wind
speed, Figure 2-4 illustrates the power curves for a fixed-pitch turbine with varying wind speed
conditions and the standard air density value at sea level and at 25°C (ρ =1.225 kg/m3). The
MPPs for different wind speeds collectively form a maximum power curve (MPC) and it can be
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defined by the relationship: P  kω3 where k is a constant that describes the turbine aerodynamic
characteristics. By inspection of Figure 2-3, Figure 2-4, and eq. (2-6) it is evident that the power
curve of a wind turbine is dictated by the shape of Cp(β, λ) and that maximum power extraction
occurs at a single optimal TSR for every wind speed. Since the TSR is a ratio between the
generator rotational speed and the wind speed, it implies that there is a unique rotational speed for
each wind speed that results in maximum power.

Power (P)

Wind Power Curves

Vw4
Vw3
Vw2

Maximum
Power Curve

Vw1

Rotational Speed (ω)
Figure 2-4 Power curves for a typical fixed-pitch (β=0) HAWT wind turbine.
To illustrate the volatile nature of the wind, Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6 show the wind speed
profile captured by the wind measurement setup on the roof of Walter Light Hall in Kingston,
Ontario (pictured in Figure 2-7). The wind data obtained from the wind measurement setup was
used to develop the proposed algorithm in this thesis.
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Figure 2-5 Wind speed data for December 5, 2012 in Kingston, Ontario.

Figure 2-6 Real time wind speed data over a duration of 70s.

Anemometer

Data logger solar
power source

Data logger

Figure 2-7 Wind measurement setup located on the roof of Walter Light Hall in Kingston,
Ontario.
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As previously mentioned, aside from wind speed, air density also plays a significant role in
determining the power profile of a wind turbine (refer to eq. (2-6)). Similar to wind velocity, air
density fluctuations are also unpredictable since it varies with respect to the ambient temperature
and humidity [29][32]. The air density affects the amount of extracted energy and Figure 2-8
illustrates the effects of air density on the power curves of a wind turbine; increased air density
causes the power curves to stretch and decreased air density will cause the power curves to
compress.

As a result, there are multiple MPCs that correspond to different air density

conditions. At a constant altitude, air density values can range from 1.1 kg/m3 (at +40ᵒC) to 1.42
kg/m3 (at -25ᵒC) [29][32].

Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10, on the other hand, are plots of the real-

time air density values obtained from atmospheric data measured from the roof of Walter Light
Hall in Kingston, Ontario. The approximate air density values were calculated using real-time
temperature data and eq. (2-7), where Patm = standard sea level atmospheric pressure (101, 325
Pascals); Rg = specific gas constant (287 J/kgK); T = temperature in Kelvin; g = gravitational
constant [9.8 m/s2]; and z = elevation above sea level in meters [33]. Though air density does not
fluctuate as frequently as wind speed, the air density can change throughout the day and its range
of values differ from season to season. Although it is clear that air density values have a
significant effect on the amount of energy extracted by the wind turbine, it is important to note
that air density variations have no effect on the WES’s power extraction efficiency (i.e. does not
change the value of the WES’s optimal TSR). In another words, the TSR is indifferent to
changes in air density. This indifference indicates the power extraction efficiency characteristic
of the WES will remain unchanged since the wind speed and rotational speed relationship is also
unchanged (see Figure 2-11).
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Figure 2-8 Effects of air density on power curves.

Figure 2-9 Air density data from Kingston, Ontario on January 3, 2013.
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Figure 2-10 Air density data from Kingston, Ontario during the period from January 3 -6,
2013.

kg/m^3
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kg/m^3

Figure 2-11 Independence of TSR and air density (power curves @ 5 m/s for air density
values from 1.127 – 1.423 kg/m3).
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In this section, the theoretical wind power conversion has been discussed. In particular, this
section highlighted the challenges and effects of wind speed and air density change.

The

following section will present and review the various wind power electronic interfaces and MPPT
algorithms that have been documented in literature.

2.4 Fixed-Speed versus Variable-Speed Wind Energy System
Regardless of the type of wind turbine (HAWTs or VAWTs), WESs in general fall under two
categories: fixed and variable-speed systems. The distinction between the two different WES
categories lies in the configuration of the system. The wind turbine generators in the fixed-speed
scheme are directly coupled to the grid. The turbines of variable-speed systems, on the other
hand, are connected to the utility grid or individual loads through power electronic interfaces that
allow it to rotate at variable speeds.

2.4.1 Fixed-Speed WES
Due to the direct connection of the turbine to the utility grid and the absence of power electronics,
fixed-speed WESs are characterized by stiff power train dynamics [1].

Induction (or

asynchronous) generators are typically used in these systems due to their inherent insensitivity to
changes in torque [29]. The rotational speed of an induction machine varies with the force applied
to it, but in practice, the difference between its peak power and at idle mode (at synchronous
speed) is very small [29]. Thus, due to the mechanical characteristics of the induction generator
and the grid-connection, the rotor speed is fixed at a speed that is dictated by grid frequency
regardless of the wind speed [1] [30][6]. In comparison to variable-speed wind turbines, fixedspeed systems are well established, simple, reliable, cheaper, and maintenance-free [1] [30][9].
But since the system operates at a fixed speed, variation in wind speed causes the turbine to
generate highly fluctuating output power to the grid [1][6][10][10]. These load variations require
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a stiff power grid to enable stable operation and the mechanical design must be robust enough to
absorb high mechanical stresses [1][10]. Also, the wind energy conversion efficiency is lower
than its variable-speed counter parts since the turbine is only able to operate at the optimal speed
for a single wind speed [1][6][11].

Squirrel cage induction generators (SCIG) are often used

since it is robust and inexpensive. Typically, the generator is connected to the grid though a soft
starter, a three-phase capacitor bank (for reactive power compensation), and a transformer (see
Figure 2-12)[1].
3-phase
capacitor
bank

SCIG
gearbox

transformer

soft
starter

grid

wind turbine

Figure 2-12 Typical Fixed-Speed Wind Energy System
2.4.2 Variable-Speed WES
In variable-speed WESs, the generators are indirectly connected to the utility grid or individual
loads through a power electronic interface that provides decoupling and control of the system [9].
There are many types of wind turbine generators that are used in variable speed WESs; the
generators used in WESs are the: SCIG, DFIG (doubly-fed-induction generator), PMSG
(permanent magnet synchronous generator), and WRSG (wound rotor synchronous generator)
[6][34]. Associated with the type of generator used, there are reduced capacity and fully rated
power converter interfaces. Reduced capacity power electronics are associated with the DFIG
while cage-rotor induction generators and synchronous generators require fully rated power
electronics [13].
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With regards to the DFIG, its rotor is connected to the grid through reduced capacity power
electronic interfaces and the stator is directly connected to the grid [34][12]. Reduced capacity
power electronics can be used with DFIGs because the maximum rotor power of a DFIG is
approximately 30% of the rated stator power [13]. The variable speed control of these generators
is achieved by controlling the rotor currents rather than processing the total power of the system
[34]. Although DFIGs are generally being smaller than its counterparts and employ more costeffective reduced capacity power interfaces, they are restricted to grid-connected applications due
to their structure.

Also, another drawback of DFIG systems is that they require periodic

maintenance due to the use of slip-rings [6].
Of the fully rated power converters, PMSG systems can be completely grid-independent and are
widely used in small wind turbines since they are compact, reliable, have high efficiency, and do
not require external excitation [35][36]. Unlike induction generators, PMSGs do not require
external windings to produce rotor flux; the machine’s flux is supplied by through its permanent
magnets [13]. Since PMSGs do not require bulky rotor windings (like those used in WRSGs) to
produce the necessary magnetic flux, they can be significantly more compact. Also, the
permanent magnet structure of PMSGs enables designers to incorporate larger number of
magnetic poles into the machine [13]. As a direct result of the larger number of poles, these
multi-pole PMSGs are able to operate at low-speeds [34]. These low-speed multi-pole PMSGs
enable the elimination of the gearbox since they can be directly driven by the turbine’s low speed
shaft. The elimination of the gearbox reduces the overall WES size and cost while increasing
reliability [13][34]. With the cost of permanent magnet material steadily decreasing, PMSGs have
also become attractive for large MW wind turbines [34] [35]. Therefore, for the purposes of
evaluating the proposed MPPT algorithm and the power management control scheme for
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standalone WESs, the PMSG based wind energy system has been selected for this study. Any
future references to a WES in this thesis will denote a PMSG based system henceforth.
The typical power electronics interface of a variable speed WES converts the variable frequency
and voltage generator output into a fixed frequency and voltage output. The power electronic
interface typically consists of a front-end AC/DC rectifier and a load-side DC/AC inverter with a
DC-link passive element connected in-between the two units [13] [34]. The front-end converter
(AC/DC) is typically used to implement MPPT control schemes to increase the wind power
extraction efficiency of the turbine. The grid connected load-side inverter (DC/AC), on the other
hand, is typically responsible for DC-link voltage regulation and the synchronization of the grid
frequency and voltage. If the WES is grid connected, the output AC voltage of the inverter is
stepped up through a transformer to meet the required output voltage level for high voltage power
transmission; Figure 2-13 illustrates the grid connected WES configuration. If the WES is used
to feed a standalone load, the load-side converter is responsible for DC-link voltage regulation as
well as the output power regulation as per the load requirements; Figure 2-14 illustrates the
typical WES configuration for a standalone load.
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Figure 2-13 Typical grid-connected variable-speed WES.
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Figure 2-14 Typical standalone variable-speed WES.
MPPT algorithms are typically incorporated into the generator side converter controller. By
using MPPT control algorithms, the converter can force the WES to effectively track the turbine’s
maximum power curve (recall Figure 2-4) and increase the WES’ power extraction
efficiency[1][9][11]. The maximum power extraction is achieved by systematically adjusting the
loading of the generator to control the turbine’s rotational speed. It has been reported in
[6][7][8][12] that variable-speed systems can capture approximately 10-30% more energy
annually than fixed-speed systems by using MPPT control algorithms. To illustrate the energy
capture benefits of a variable speed system versus a fixed speed system, real wind speed data
from Kingston, Ontario has been recorded at 10 second intervals for a period of 24 hours (see
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Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16). For the comparison, a cut-in wind speed of 3 m/s and a cut-out
speed of 12 m/s were considered. The rotational speed of fixed-speed system was selected to be
the optimal rotational speed for the wind speed of 6 m/s—the highest energy grossing and most
frequent wind speed in dataset. Over the 24 hour period, the comparison showed that—depending
on the effectiveness of the MPPT algorithm—a variable speed system could potentially generate
approximately 30% more power than a fixed speed system. Another major advantage of variablespeed systems is that there is much lower mechanical stress on the wind turbine and improved
power quality [6][10][11][12]. The mechanical stress reduction on the turbine’s shafts and gears
are attributed to the blades absorbing the wind torque peaks during changes in the turbine
rotational speed [12][14]. Rapid power fluctuations are also rare because the rotor acts as a
flywheel, by storing energy in its kinetic form [37].

Figure 2-15 A comparison between the energy that can be captured by a variable speed
system (‘Maximum Power’) and a fixed-speed system (fixed at the optimal rotational speed
for Vw = 6 m/s). Cut-in speed = 3 m/s; Cut-out speed = 12 m/s; Sampling interval: 10
seconds; Data period: 24 hours.
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Figure 2-16 The frequency of wind speeds from the 24 hour time frame plotted together
with the potential wind power captured by a variable speed system and a fixed-speed
system.
2.4.3 Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator Based Wind Energy System Power
Electronics Interface
This section will review the most common power electronic structures used in variable-speed
PMSG WESs found in literature. As briefly mentioned in the previous section, the power
electronic interface of a variable speed WES typically consists of a generator side AC-DC
converter and a grid side DC-AC inverter with a DC-link passive element connected between the
two units (see Figure 2-13). In general, the generator side (AC/DC) converter is responsible for
maximum power capture; its main task is to adjust the generator’s speed or torque to control the
amount of power that can be captured from the wind. The load side inverter (DC/AC) provides
DC-link voltage regulation and controls the active power delivered to the load. Since this thesis
pertains to maximum power point tracking, this section focuses on the front-end AC/DC
converters that are commonly used in the PMSG WESs.
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2.4.3.1 Three-Phase Active Rectifier
Figure 2-17 illustrates one of the most common front-end power converters found in PMSG
WESs. The active rectifier, also known as a voltage source converter (VSC), consists of 6
switches where each switch has its own anti-parallel diode. Due to the bi-directional power flow
of the active rectifier, it can also be used as the grid-side DC/AC inverter with its output
connected to the step-up transformer.
Sinusoidal pulse-width modulation (SPWM) is used to control the active rectifier (see Figure
2-18) [13][34][38]. Figure 2-18 is a simple control block diagram that illustrates a basic voltagecontrolled active rectifier. According to Figure 2-18, the gating signal depends on the ratio
between the peak of the high frequency triangular carrier waveform (Vtri) and the peak of the
sinusoidal modulating waveform given by eq. (2-8), where Vm is the peak of the sinusoidal
modulating waveform (vam) and the angular frequency of the sinusoidal modulating waveform
equals to the generator angular speed. The modulation index, ma, which is defined by eq. (2-9), is
varied to adjust the pulse width of the gating signal applied to each of the switches to control the
DC link voltage (Vdc). Since Vtri is fixed, in order to control vdc, the amplitude of the modulating
signal, Vm, is varied. The control signal (vcon) at the output of the compensator controller is
multiplied with the scaled version of the input phase voltage (vam) to give the input signal to the
PWM comparator. In most cases, the frequency of the sinusoidal modulating waveform is much
lower than the switching frequency (i.e. frequency of the carrier waveform). The input signal to
the PWM comparator is then assumed to be constant within a switching cycle, which is given by
eq. (2-10) (refer to Figure 2-18). The output voltage is then controlled by adjusting vcon in (2-10).

vam  Vm sint 

(2-8)
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ma 

Vm
Vtri

va , pwm 

(2-9)

Vm vcon
Vtri

(2-10)

To operate the active rectifier as a three phase high power factor rectifier as shown in Figure
2-19, the phase angle (δ) between va and va,x is controlled so that the phase current is in phase
with the phase voltage. One of the key advantages of the three-phase active rectifier is that it
naturally draws close-to-sinusoidal current at the input.

As a result, the currents drawn at the

generator output has very low current harmonics and therefore minimizes the heat loss in the
generator [39][40].
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Figure 2-17 PMSG WES with active rectifier.
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2.4.3.2 Diode Rectifier and DC/DC Converter
For WESs with power ratings of less than a few hundred kW, the three phase diode rectifier in
combination with a DC/DC converter configuration is often selected over the active rectifier
configuration

due

to lower

circuit

cost,

lower

controller

complexity, and

higher

reliability[13][41]. The DC/DC converter is used for maximum power extraction [13][41]. Figure
2-20 illustrates the diode bridge rectifier and DC/DC converter configuration.
The wind turbine generator output voltage is variable and the voltage levels can typically reach
690V [42]. Thus, depending on the application, different DC/DC converters are used.

For

example, in [14] and [43], a buck converter is used for battery charging standalone applications
(see Figure 2-21) since the voltage level of the batteries are much lower than the output voltage of
a wind turbine. For grid connected wind turbines, on the other hand, the output voltage of the
DC/DC converter is at least the rated maximum output voltage of the generator [13][41]. In these
cases, DC/DC converters with voltage step-up voltage such as the boost, buck-boost, SEPIC or
Cuk converters can be used to increase the output rectified voltage [30].
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The single-switch nature of these converters greatly simplifies the gate drive circuit design and
the overall controller complexity. In Figure 2-20, assuming that the fundamental component of
the generator output phase current is in phase with the generator phase voltage, the rectified
voltage (vrec) is given by (2-11)—Vs is the generator terminal phase voltage; Vf,diode is the diode
voltage drop in the rectifier; ω is the generator rotational speed; Is and Ls are the phase current
and inductance of the generator respectively [44]. From (2-11), vrec is a variable voltage that is a
function of ω. By controlling the duty cycle of the DC/DC converter cascaded after the diode
rectifier, the generator speed can be controlled. As an example, in a boost converter, vrec can be
expressed as a function of the duty cycle as shown in (2-12), where d is the duty cycle of the
DC/DC converter. By combining (2-11) and (2-12) together, (2-13) is obtained and it shows that
the generator rotational speed can be adjusted by varying the DC/DC converter duty cycle.

vrec 

3 6



Vs  2V f ,diode 

3
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vrec  Vdc 1  d 

 d  
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Figure 2-21 Standalone WES for battery charging application.
2.4.3.2.1 Boost converter
The boost converter is an attractive option for low power PMSG WES due to its simple circuit
topology and wide range of step-up voltage control capability. As a result, the majority of the
small WESs use the boost converter (this configuration is illustrated by Figure 2-22) [45].
The schematic of the boost converter and its key operating waveforms are shown in Figure 2-23.
The generator rotational speed is controlled by the changing the duty ratio of the switch (S1).
When the switch (S1) is on, the boost inductor current (iLb) follows the input voltage and rises
linearly. When S1 is off, the inductor voltage is given by the difference between the input and the
output voltage. During this time, the voltage across the boost inductor (Lb) becomes negative and
iLb decreases linearly. In general, the voltage gain between the converter input voltage, vin, and vdc
is given by (2-14), where d is the duty cycle of S1. Eq. (2-14) is plotted in Figure 2-24 as a
function of d, which shows that the voltage gain increases exponentially towards the higher
control range of the duty cycle.
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A drawback of the boost converter is that the switch voltage equals to the output DC voltage.
Therefore, as the rated power increases, the switch must be able to handle much higher voltage or
current stress. As a result, this topology is normally reserved for small WES systems [13].
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2.4.3.2.2 Three-level boost converter
For high power megawatt WESs, a single boost converter is not sufficient for handling the high
voltage/current rating of the system [1][13][46]. As a result, multiple boost converters can be
connected in parallel to share the voltage rating across the semi-conductor device. However, the
overall size and cost of the front-end converter is increased since the number of diodes, switches
and boost inductors are also increased.
To minimize the number of components, reduce the converter cost, and minimize the switch
voltage and current stress, an alternative solution is to use a three-level boost converter (see
Figure 2-25) [46][47]. The main advantage of the three-level boost converter is that the voltage
across each of the switches is reduced to half of the DC output voltage. As a result, switches with
low voltage rating can be used and the converter efficiency can be significantly improved, while
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using fewer components than the multiple boost converters approach. Due to the totem-pole
configuration of S1 and S2, the source terminal of the upper switch (S1) is not referenced to
ground. Consequentially, the converter requires an isolation device in the driver circuit to
properly control S1.
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Figure 2-25 PMSG system with DC/DC 3-level boost converter.
A schematic of the three-level boost converter, as well as its operating principles and key
operating waveforms are shown in Figure 2-26 and Figure 2-27 respectively. At t0, when VG1 and
VG2 are high, both switches (S1 and S2) are on and the boost inductor current (iLb) rises linearly.
At t1, S1 is off but S2 remains on, the inductor discharge its energy to the top capacitor (Cb1). At
t2, S1 turns on and the inductor current rises linearly again. At t3, S2 turns off and the inductor
current flows through Cb2 and D2. Compared to the conventional boost converter, the three-level
boost converter has the following advantages: first of all, since capacitors (Cb1, Cb2) are
alternatively used for discharging the inductor, their voltages are theoretically balanced. The
peak voltage across each of the switches will be half of the output voltage. The second feature is
that the frequency of the inductor current is twice the switching frequency of the converter, with
its current ripple only one-fourth of that in the conventional single switch boost converter for the
same power rating.
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2.4.3.2.3 Buck converter
Instead of boosting the rectified output voltage of the generator, a buck converter can be used to
boost the rectified generator output current. As mentioned earlier, due to the step-down voltage
conversions capability of buck converter, it is normally used in standalone WESs with battery
energy storage applications, where the battery voltage is lower than the generator output voltage
for WES’ operating wind speed range.
For grid-connected WESs, a buck converter can be utilized to boost the rectified generator output
current instead of the rectified output voltage of the generator. An example of this is illustrated in
Figure 2-28 which consists of a three-phase diode bridge rectifier, buck converter, and a current
source inverter [48][49]. The current gain equation of the buck converter given by (2-15) and the
output inductor (Ldc) of the buck converter is utilized as the DC-link inductor and the input
inductor of the current source inverter.

In this configuration, the energy storage DC-link

capacitor is no longer required. However, due to the discontinuous output current of the diode
rectifier, the stator current drawn from the diode rectifier with buck converter has much higher
total harmonic distortion (THD) than the boost converter configuration. Higher THD in the stator
current means that there are higher harmonic losses and torque ripples that can increase the heat
loss at the generator [39][40].
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Figure 2-28 PMSG system with DC/DC buck converter and current source inverter.
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2.5 Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) in WESs
As previously mentioned, MPPT control schemes are necessary for a WES to extract maximum
power from the wind while it is available. From the system perspective, the wind speed and air
density are the main exogenous signals and determines the system behaviour. Numerous WES
MPPT control methods have been discussed in literature [7] [14] [15] [16] [17][18]
[19][20][21][22][23][24][25][26] [27][28]. The methods can be classified into two main
categories: customized algorithms and P&O based algorithms. The algorithms that rely on preprogrammed turbine parameters to function are ‘customized algorithms’. Customized algorithms
typically require external sensors to constantly relay atmospheric information to the controller.
Parameter independent control schemes, on the other hand, are essentially variations of the P&O
scheme and may or may not require external sensors. P&O algorithms can be further separated
into two different genres: memory-less and adaptive (memory-based) algorithms.

In the

following subsections, the different types of MPPT algorithms and their corresponding literature
examples are discussed.

2.5.1 Customized Algorithms
Customized algorithms refer to the algorithms are tailored for a specific WES due to its reliance
on the knowledge of the system parameters and/or models. A WES’s system parameters are
typically determined through field tests and accurate values are difficult obtain. To achieve
maximum power capture, these methods use pre-determined mathematical relationships or lookup tables. The algorithms presented in[18] [20] [42][22][24][26] are literature examples of
customized algorithms; the methods in [18][22][24] use external atmospheric sensors, and those
in [19], [42], [22], and [26] do not require anemometers.
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The most simple customized algorithm—such as the algorithm used in [18],[24], and the
anemometer method in [22]—use wind speed sensors and the pre-determined WES’s
power/torque characteristic to guide the WES to determine the optimal rotational speed or torque
for maximum power capture. The algorithms in [18] and [22] use the wind speed (from an
anemometer) and a pre-programmed polynomial approximation of the WES’s MPC to determine
the optimal operating point. However, in [18], a fuzzy logic controller—rather than a standard
mathematical-model based controller (e.g. proportional-integral compensator)—is used to drive
the WES towards the determined reference.
A more complicated customized algorithm that requires an anemometer and knowledge of the
wind turbine generator characteristics is described in [20]. The algorithm uses the naturally
occurring wind turbulence (the fast varying portion of the wind speed) as a probing signal to
determine the current position of the system on the power curve (ascending or descending
portion). The authors state that if a change to the TSR is applied then the change in power will
respond in either in phase (uphill portion where TSR  P) or in a phase lag (downhill portion
where TSR  1/P).
To minimize the overall WES cost, many customized algorithms avoid using costly anemometers
by using a pre-determined optimal coefficient to describe the relationship between the maximum
turbine power and the torque/generator speed [19][21] [22] [26].
In order to move away from using the wind speed, the algorithms in [19] and [21] both use predetermined coefficients that are related to the Cp value rather than the basic wind equation, eq.
(2-6). Since there is only one Cp curve for all wind speeds, it alleviates the algorithm’s need to
use the wind speed directly. Substituting eq. (2-4) into the wind equation, eq. (2-16) can be
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obtained. Eq. (2-16) shows the maximum power, Pmax, for all wind speeds can be described
purely in terms of ω, Cp,max and λopt (where both Cp,max and λopt are constant for all wind speeds).

Pmax  0.5AR 3

C p ,max

3opt

3

(2-16)

The authors in [19] directly take advantage of the relationship described by eq. (2-16). Given the
values of Cp,max, λopt, turbine radius, and an assumed value of ρ, the authors obtain Kopt value that
represents the system power characteristics to get a simple relationship between Pmax and ω (see
eq. (2-17)). The algorithm measures the ω and the WES power as the feedback signal to
determine the target Pmax reference for reaching the system’s MPP.
P = Kopt ω3

(2-17)

Similar to [19], the authors of [42], essentially control the generator torque by using the torquespeed version of eq (2-17). This algorithm measures the generator output torque (τ) and uses eq.
(2-18) to generate the appropriate ω reference for maximum power capture.
τ = Kopt ω2

(2-18)

The calculation method proposed in [22] eliminates the need of anemometers by using a lookup
table that stores a version of the WES power curves. The WES power curves for a range of wind
speeds are stored in the form of the generator output power and corresponding generator voltage
frequency value—the generator voltage frequency is directly proportional to the generator speed.
Using the lookup table, the algorithm measures the power and frequency to approximate the
current wind speed. Since the lookup table can only store the power curves for a limited range of
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wind speeds, the algorithm interpolates an approximate wind speed from its data. The wind
speed information is then used in conjunction with the turbine’s power characteristic equation to
determine the optimal operating point.
The authors of [26] eliminate the anemometer by using the generator output voltage and the
WES’s rectifier DC voltage. The author uses a WES that consists of a diode bridge rectifier
followed by a boost converter (system configuration depicted in Figure 2-22), where the rectifier
DC voltage is directly proportional to the generator speed. This algorithm uses a pre-complied
lookup table that contains the WES’s power curves in the form of the output and DC voltage.
The WES is controlled to follow the DC voltage reference obtained by cross referencing the
measured power and DC voltage to the values in the lookup table. The MPP is found when the
power and DC voltage pair matches one of the entries in the lookup table.
Customized algorithms are relatively efficient in extracting the maximum power but are tailored
for specific wind turbines and its effectiveness deteriorates as the system ages [27].

The

mechanical, electrical and thermal stresses over time will cause the system parameters to change
[50][14]. Also, the aerodynamics of the blades—which is described by the power coefficient
curve—will change over time due to debris buildup and/or blade erosion [17]. With no intelligent
adaptation capabilities, the inevitable machine and rotor blade aging would render the algorithms
ineffective over time. It should be also noted that since these algorithms are based on fixed torque
or power relationships (either in the form of equations or look up tables), they cannot account for
all the possible atmospheric conditions to ensure maximum power extraction accuracy over the
operational lifetime of the WES (recall the effects of air density illustrated in Figure 2-8).
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2.5.2 Perturb and Observe (P&O) MPPT Control Technique
The P&O concept is the basis for all the parameter independent MPPT methods. The premise of
P&O is to perturb the system with a change in its control reference and then observe the resulting
system behavior.

Based on the observed behavior and previous system perturbation, the

subsequent control action is determined. Because the power curves of a wind energy system
resemble a hill, wind P&O MPPT algorithms are also known as the “Hill Climb Searching”
(HCS) methods. Typically, P&O algorithms perturb the system with an increase or decrease in ω
and observe the resulting power. If an increase in power is detected, it continues the direction of
the speed adjustment at a magnitude that is either fixed (fixed-step P&O) or proportional to the
power change, ΔP (variable step size P&O). Otherwise, the speed direction is reversed. The
algorithm continues this process until the MPP condition, defined by eq. (2-19), is found.
Essentially, the goal of a wind P&O-based MPPT algorithm is to identify the operating point
where eq. (2-19) is satisfied. It is important to note that P&O based algorithms use parameters
other than P and ω that exhibit the same general ‘hill’ shaped relationship to achieve MPPT;
literature examples of such P&O variations will be discussed in the two subsequent sections. For
the ease of explanation, this section will assume that the perturbation parameter is ω and the
observed parameter is P. Figure 2-29 illustrates the general principle of the P&O methodology
and—for simplicity—the scenario depicts the ideal condition where wind speed and air density is
constant.

P
0


(2-19)
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Figure 2-29 P&O (or HCS) methodology illustrated for a fixed wind speed.
The P&O strategy can be implemented by using fixed or variable-step size perturbations. The
fixed-step size P&O (illustrated in Figure 2-30 and Figure 2-31) is not as popular as the variablestep size variety. Fixed small-step size adjustments lead to long convergence times (see Figure
2-30) while large-step size adjustments lead to large oscillations around the MPP and the
possibility of never converging to the MPP (see Figure 2-31). The variable step size P&O
method, on the other hand, adjusts the system operating point proportionally to the change in
power (i.e. change in the observed parameter) due to its previous adjustment; a flowchart
depicting the basic variable-step size P&O methodology is given in Figure 2-32. Due to the ‘hill’
shape of the power curves, large perturbations will be applied when the system is far from the
MPP (the change in P is more significant when the system is far from the MPP) and small
perturbations are applied when the system is close to MPP (near the MPP, the power change is
less sensitive since the power curve is relatively flat). As a result, the variable step size P&O is
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more commonly used since it has the combined benefits of the two fixed sized P&O concepts—it
quickly moves towards the MPP when the MPP is far (decreased convergence time compared to
small step size P&O) and oscillations around the MPP are minimized compared to large step size
P&O (small perturbations are used near the MPP).
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Figure 2-30 Illustration of small fixed-step P&O.
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Figure 2-31 Illustration of large fixed-step P&O.
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Figure 2-32 Basic variable-step size P&O flowchart (dir = perturbation direction).
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P&O algorithms are simple to implement, do not require any knowledge of its system, and are
fairly robust when used in small wind systems. The P&O technique is highly favored for its
parameter independency but without additional features, however it is only effective in locating
the MPP when the wind speed is relatively stable. The algorithm’s effectiveness deteriorates as
the frequency of atmospheric change increases.

Figure 2-33 illustrates the confusion that the

P&O method is susceptible to when the wind speed changes during the perturbation interval (the
expected trajectory is AB while the true scenario is AB’).
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Vw1

Rotational Speed (ω)
Figure 2-33 Misguided perturbation of the variable step P&O algorithm when subjected to
an increase in wind speed during the perturbation period.
To describe the P&O confusion phenomenon in detail, Figure 2-34 illustrates an extended
scenario with multiple wind changes that cause the P&O algorithm to diverge from the MPP.
The P&O erroneous MPP divergence condition stems from the algorithm’s inability to
distinguish whether the system changes are due to intentional system perturbation or external
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ambient changes. The system begins at point A and arbitrarily chooses to increase rotational
speed. Since the speed increase leads to a corresponding positive change in power, the algorithm
continues to increase the rotational speed to reach point B. At point B, the algorithm continues to
signal for an increase in the speed due to the positive change in power, but before the system
reaches point C, the system experiences an increase in wind speed. As a result, the system moves
to C’ at the end of the perturbation cycle rather than point C.

At point C’, the system

acknowledges a large positive change in power and subsequently increases the speed
proportionally to the large change in power. As a result of the large increase in the speed
reference, the WES reaches the operating point D. Given that the change in power between point
C’ and D is positive, an increase in speed is demanded and the WES should operate at point E.
However, a decrease in wind speed during the perturbation causes the WES to reach E’ instead of
E. Here, two scenarios can occur at point E’: i) the change in power is not significant so the
algorithm may assume that the MPP is found; ii) the change in power is negative so the algorithm
will demand a decrease in speed and will thus move to point F. In the first scenario, the system
will operate at a false MPP and will move towards the true optimum point only if an ambient
change re-triggers the MPP search. In the second scenario, the system briefly moves away from
the MPP but the MPP search will eventually move towards the MPP.
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Figure 2-34 P&O (or HCS) abnormal operation trajectory
2.5.2.1 Memory-less P&O Algorithms
To compensate for WES parameter shifts due to aging and to eliminate the dependency of the
WES

parameters,

memory-less

P&O

MPPT

algorithms

have

been

developed

[14][23][25][27][16]. Due to their parameter independency, these algorithms not WES specific
and can therefore be used for a wide range of WESs. Since these algorithms are based on the
P&O technique, their effectiveness is greatly reduced in the event of frequent wind speed
changes. Due to the lack of memory, these algorithms consistently perform redundant MPP
searches since it will continuously search for the MPP; it will search for the MPP for reoccurring
wind speeds even if it was already previously determined. Due to the continuous searching,
memory-less P&O algorithms also suffer from more unnecessary oscillations around the MPP
when compared with their memory-based counterparts.
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The algorithms in [23] and [25] are direct implementations of the classic P&O scheme where the
power is the algorithm’s observational parameter and generator speed is the perturbation
parameter. While the algorithm [23] uses a DSP in conjunction with a standard mathematicalmodel based proportional integrator compensator, the P&O scheme depicted in [25] is a fuzzy
logic control implementation.
The algorithm presented in [14] uses the WES power and the duty ratio (proportional to the
generator’s rotational speed) of a DC/DC converter (boost, buck-boost, cuk, and flyback) to
implement P&O schema. The authors in [16], on the other hand, use a lesser known H-bridge
power converter interface and the P&O is achieved by measuring the DC-link current and
voltage—the two signals are used to decide whether the loading current should increase or
decrease to move towards the MPP. Yet another P&O variation is described in [27]; the output
power and generator terminal voltage (in the place of the generator speed) are used as the input
signals.

2.5.2.2 Memory-based Adaptive Algorithms
Memory-based adaptive algorithms, as its name suggests, gather operational data and adapts to its
given wind system without any prior knowledge of the system parameters. These algorithms
store and use operational data (typically obtained by some form of P&O) to determine the wind
system parameters.

By using memory, it allows these algorithms to make more informed

decisions to more quickly and accurately determine the MPP after a designated training period.
The memory feature allows the algorithm to remember and reuse the MPPs that have been
determined. By doing so, the MPP search redundancies are minimized for the wind speeds that
have already occurred. Different adaptive MPPT algorithms that have been proposed in literature
[7] [15] [17][28] and the degree of effectiveness of each algorithm varies.
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The algorithms proposed in [15] and [17] are an example of a sensor-based adaptive algorithm,
while those in [7] and [28] are sensor-less P&O examples. With regards to the actual MPPT
approach, the methods outlined in [7] and [15] use lookup tables to expedite the MPP search
procedure for past wind conditions. The authors in [17] and [28], on the other hand, use
mathematical relationships to infer MPPs for different wind speed conditions.
The algorithm outlined in [15] initially uses an arbitrary and typical TSR value for a three-bladed
HAWT and a wind speed sensor to establish an operating point that would be close in proximity
to the WES’s true MPP. From there, it uses the standard P&O strategy to ‘fine tune’ the system’s
operating point towards the true MPP. Although the algorithm uses the standard P&O strategy, it
targets its biggest flaw: its wind speed susceptibility (recall Figure 2-33 and Figure 2-34). The
wind speed susceptibility problem is mitigated since the algorithm has access to the wind speed,
and can therefore react to sudden wind speed changes appropriately and thereby avoiding wind
speed change induced errors. After each MPP is found, the algorithm stores the corresponding
TSR value (calculated using eq. (2-4) and an arbitrary constant value for the turbine radius, R).
The algorithm then calculates the average value of its stored database (or lookup table) of
calculated TSR values, and updates its internal stored TSR value with the average value. By using
this averaged TSR value, the algorithm can compensate for machine parameter shifts from
machine aging. Despite all the features this algorithm presents, the main drawback of this
algorithm is the need for an anemometer.

As mentioned in the earlier sections, accurate

anemometers contribute significantly to the overall WES cost and are difficult to place. Due to
the wind turbulence of the rotor blades, the placement of the anemometer can greatly affect the
accuracy of the wind speed readings.
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The adaptive control algorithm presented in [17] is another sensor-based P&O technique; it
measures and uses the wind speed and air density. The power coefficient curve of the wind
turbine is unknown, so the authors use a variation of the turbine mechanical power (eq. (2-20) and
(2-21)) that were derived by manipulating the basic wind energy conversion equations (eq. (2-4)
and (2-6)); in equation (2-20), τ represents the generator torque. The algorithm begins with an
assumed value of M that is obtained through an approximation of the turbine’s maximum power
coefficient value, Cp,max, and the corresponding optimal TSR, λopt. Since the air density is time
varying, it is measured directly using instrumentation. Rather than searching for the operating
point that gives maximum power for each wind speed, this algorithm aims to extract the Cp,max
that defines all the operating points that result in maximum power capture. In another words, it
compares the power coefficient value at each subsequent adjustment period rather than the
turbine power. By doing so, it alleviates wind change adjustment errors that stem from changing
power. The M value is its perturbation parameter and a pseudo Cp value is its observational
parameter. Given the assumed M value, the controller ensures that the WES’s measured turbine
torque is always equal to the torque defined by eq. (2-20) where M is the assumed value. At
every time step, the turbine captured power and the corresponding wind speed is recorded in a
database. The pseudo Cp value is obtained after every n number of time steps, to average out the
high frequency wind variations and the turbine inertia. Since the Cp value cannot be measured and
it is defined as the actual power divided by the theoretical power, the pseudo Cp value is obtained
by calculating the ratio of the mean power captured (stored in the database) and the mean
theoretical wind power (using the stored wind speeds and eq. (2-3)). If the current pseudo Cp
value exceeds that of the previous M value, then the algorithm continues to change M value in the
same manner. In another words, if the M value was previously increased by ΔM for example, and
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the pseudo Cp value has increased, then the M value is increased further by ΔM. The M
adjustment procedure follows the same pattern as described in Figure 2-29 where M and the Cp
relates to ω and the output power respectively.

  M 2

M

(2-20)

C p , max
1
AR 3 3
2
opt

(2-21)

The obvious drawback of the algorithm described in [17] is its need for expensive ambient
sensors that are difficult to position for consistent and accurate readings. However, in addition to
requiring extensive wind speed and air density measurements, the authors mention that a
drawback of the algorithm is that it requires a considerable training period that is essential to
average out the high frequency wind variations and the turbine inertia. The paper states that the
averaging period (e.g. number of time steps) is on the order of hours for each M value update.
This would mean that for the WES to successfully capture maximum power in a timely fashion
would require the initial M value assumption to be accurate.
To eliminate the dependency on expensive ambient sensors, the adaptive algorithms [7] and [28]
combine the P&O strategy with memory features to enhance its performance. Even though
redundancies are minimized with the addition of the memory features in sensor-less adaptive
algorithms mentioned in [7] and [28], they are still based on the P&O methodology and still
susceptible to frequent ambient changes.
The front-end power electronic interface described in [28] is a standard diode rectifier and boost
converter configuration (see Figure 2-22). The algorithm proposed in [28] uses a modified
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version of P&O to determine a representation of the system’s MPC by observing the input dc
voltage (Vdc) and current (Idc) of the DC/DC converter. Through analysis, the authors have uses
the rectifier output current and voltage version of the turbine’s MPCs. This algorithm has a
training and application mode. In the training mode, it uses the classic P&O theory. Measured
increases in power result no change to the direction of perturbation and decreases in power result
in perturbations in the reverse direction. Since changes in wind speed will confuse its P&O
decision process (similar to scenario described in Figure 2-34), a region determination process
was designed. To minimize the incorrect perturbation decisions due to wind speed changes, the
algorithm stores a history of the perturbation directions and determines the region that system is
most likely in. If the last n perturbations have mostly resulted in a decrease in voltage, then the
system is currently operating at the right of the MPP (Region I in Figure 2-35). Otherwise if the
last n perturbations have mostly been an increase in voltage then the system is operating at the
left of the MPP (Region II in Figure 2-35). This region determination process only occurs after n
perturbations have been made with the classic P&O scheme. This algorithm uses its memory
feature to determine the MPC (in the form of a linear Idc and Vdc equation). Once the MPC has
been found the algorithm goes into application mode to quickly determine the MPPs. With
regards to system aging and parameter shift, the authors have suggested that the training
algorithm is invoked.
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Vw3
Vw2
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Figure 2-35 Power curve regions defined in [28].
If atmospheric conditions are relatively stable, this algorithm can be quite effective. However, as
the authors state themselves, the accuracy of the region determination process is a trade off with
the MPC search speed. Since region definition process is dependent on the accuracy of the
original P&O algorithm, smaller historical sets mean that the P&O errors will be prominent and
the region determination process will not be effective.

Although a larger set of historical

perturbations will lead to a much longer MPP search process, it minimizes the effect of erroneous
decisions. In order to compensate for machine aging and parameter drift, the algorithm re-trains
itself after a pre-determined period of time by updating the determined MPC relationship through
a new training search leads to another tradeoff between accuracy and speed.

If the re-training

interval is too frequent, the MPP search time will suffer. If the training mode is not frequent
enough, however, the MPC would not reflect the WES characteristics. Also, due to the existence
of multiple MPCs due to air density variations, the algorithm would be operating at sub-par state
for a large portion of time. While the effects of different air densities are not as dominant in
lower wind speeds, the effects of air density is significantly more pronounced in high wind speeds
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(see Figure 2-8). Similarly, if the algorithm has incorrectly determined the MPC, it is incapable
of self-correction until the re-training mechanism is activated.
The method in [7] is a mechanical sensor-less advanced P&O that trains itself to maximize power
extraction through an initial process and training process. The authors use a diode rectifier and an
active inverter as its power electronic interface. During the training stage, a maximum-power
error driven (MPED) control is employed whereby the system’s maximum power is used as the
target reference and the system operating point is adjusted to minimize the difference between the
current measured power and the reference. Each time a MPP is found, the corresponding DC-link
voltage (which is proportional to the generator rotational speed), generator output power, and
inverter current reference are recorded in a lookup table. Once the algorithm has completed its
training process, the application mode uses the lookup table which resembles the turbine’s MPC
to speed up the MPP search process. The first matches the current DC-link voltage, Vdc,1, with an
entry in the lookup table and extracts the corresponding MPP loading current reference and
maximum power. The algorithm then applies the loading current to move the system towards the
MPC curve (to Vdc2). This adjustment process is briefly outlined in Figure 2-36.
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Maximum Power Curve

Vw3

Vw2
Vw1

Figure 2-36 MPC lookup table approach proposed in [7].
The main drawbacks of this algorithm are that it does not consider air density and machine aging.
Basically, the algorithm overwrites a MPP entry if the power for the same Vdc is higher than the
power recorded. If there are no parameter shifts due to machine aging and the training period is
indefinitely long, it will eventually end up with a smooth MPC for the highest air density. This is
because of the fact that power curves are significantly stretched and compressed due to air density
(recall Figure 2-8). However since the training period cannot be indefinite and air density
fluctuations are inevitable, the lookup table would represent a jagged MPC curve (similar to
Figure 2-37) rather than a smooth curve as depicted Figure 2-36; the ‘smoothness’ of the MPC
curve is a direct tradeoff with the training period duration. In addition, if in the ideal case where
a smooth MPC curve was obtained after the training period, machine parameter drifts due to
aging would render the lookup table redundant. Also, given that the MPC curve is represented as
a lookup table rather than a continuous equation and that the training period is finite, this
algorithm does not have the ability to extrapolate or infer the maximum power point for any wind
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speeds that have not previously occurred (unrecorded power and corresponding operating point).
As a result, the MPP search will not significantly shortened since it is not likely nor often that
atmospheric conditions (such as wind speed, temperature, and humidity) will reoccur.

Figure 2-37 A maximum power curve based on only the highest power values for each
operating point in the data set.

2.6 Summary
This chapter introduced the various aspects of a wind energy system. The overall structure and
composition of a wind energy system was discussed.

A variable speed wind energy system with

a horizontal-axis wind turbine and a PMSG has been selected for this thesis study. In addition,
the fundamental wind energy conversion principles have been discussed. For maximizing the
potential of a wind energy system, the principles and importance of maximum power point
tracking have also been highlighted.
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Chapter 3
Power Management Controller with an Advanced Slope-Assisted MPPT
3.1 Overview
Wind energy is not only suitable for large scale energy production; small standalone wind
systems are ideal for powering remote off-grid areas and individual homes. While grid connected
systems should ideally operate such that the maximum power from the wind is always extracted,
standalone off-grid WESs simply cannot always extract the maximum power due to energy
storage limitations. As a result, any surplus power generated by an off-grid standalone system is
redirected to an energy ‘dump’ mechanism (also known as a ‘dummy load’) and the power is
dissipated as heat. Therefore, rather than extracting maximum power at all times, the goal of an
off-grid standalone system is to efficiently extract the required—not necessarily the maximum—
power from the wind and minimize the generation of surplus power to reduce wasted power. The
minimization of excess power generation will reduce the size and heat dissipation requirements of
the dummy load and therefore also reduce the cost of a standalone WES.
This chapter presents a sensor-less power management controller that features an intelligent
slope-assisted MPPT algorithm that is parameter independent, fast, and robust to ambient
atmospheric variations (such as wind speed and air density) and machine parameter shifts due to
system aging. The power management controller also features a power limit search (PLS)
algorithm that regulates the WES power generation to minimize the generation of wasted power
and burden on the energy dissipation unit.
The proposed controller autonomously switches between its adaptive MPPT and PLS modes to
regulate the wind energy extraction. The MPPT is active when the wind speeds are low enough
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such that the wind turbine is incapable of producing power levels that exceed the defined power
limit threshold. On the other hand, the PLS is activated when the power level exceeds the desired
power. Once the controller identifies that surplus power is being generated, the PLS feature is
automatically activated. While the PLS is active, the controller observes for decreased wind
speed/air density conditions and subsequently evaluates whether the MPPT should be activated.
In summary, the proposed controller allows the proposed MPPT and PLS to work in tandem to
provide seamless maximum power extraction and regulation.
The proposed intelligent MPPT algorithm captures maximum power under rapidly fluctuating
atmospheric conditions by self-adaptation and state observation. The algorithm does not require
any external sensors and is independent of the wind turbine system parameters; the algorithm is
‘blind’ to the WES’s characteristics and extracts the key characteristics from the system through
operation. The proposed controller consists of observer and decision modules that work
cooperatively to determine the ambient atmospheric conditions and the appropriate corresponding
control actions to move WES towards the MPP as quickly as possible. The proposed controller is
capable of rectifying wind speed change induced errors and it has a memory feature that allows it
to continuously adapt to the system. Unlike the P&O based algorithms in literature, it avoids
erroneous decisions that stem from wind fluctuations by detecting wind speed changes, recalling
its last known operating state before the interruption, and subsequently introducing small
perturbations to pro-actively probe the system.

The state observer is designed to detect

atmospheric changes by analyzing the system behavioural trends to help the MPPT module to
logically determine the best course of action. Together, the observer and MPPT modules are
capable of determining what atmospheric changes (i.e. increase/decrease in wind speed or air
density changes) have occurred by using the recorded operational data and pseudo TSR (pTSR).
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Recall that the TSR represents the turbine’s aerodynamic efficiency and that maximum power
extraction is achieved at a turbine’s unique optimal TSR for all wind speeds. The pTSR refers to
a derived ‘slope’ value (determined through operation) that correlates the measured power and ω
to the system’s TSR. Similar to the ω-Vw TSR relationship described by eq. (2-4), the ‘slope’
represents all the power-ω values that correspond to a specific TSR. In the inevitable event of
atmospheric changes, the pTSR allows the MPPT algorithm to recall its previous operating state
before the interruption and resume its search process from where it left off. The algorithm also
stores and analyzes obtained MPP points (defined by the power and ω) to obtain an averaged
optimal pTSR relationship to accurately infer the location of the MPP points for wind speed
and/or air density conditions that have not occurred. By doing so, the proposed algorithm is able
to adapt itself to its given seasonal wind speed and air density trends since the averaging process
enables the algorithm to determine an approximate MPC (represented by the pTSR) that best
represent the family of MPCs—due to different air density conditions. In addition, the averaging
process for the optimal pTSR value helps diminish the effects of any erroneous MPPs.
The proposed PLS algorithm is a modified version of the slope-assisted MPPT method;
employing a similar search methodology, the PLS searches for the operating points that will
result in the desired output power level rather than the maximum power point. The PLS identifies
and maintains the pTSR that results in the target power level with the assistance of the wind
change state observer module.
Figure 3-1 depicts the front-end generator side WES with the proposed power management
controller. The WES front-end power stage consists of a three phase diode rectifier and a boost
converter. The controller determines the WES’s mode of operation (MPPT or PLS) based on the
information from the state observer.

The state observer determines the current ambient
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conditions by analyzing the operational data and detecting atmospheric trends. When the MPPT
mode is selected, the WES will continually search for the MPP. When the PLS mode is selected,
on the other hand, the WES will seek the operating points that results in the desired output power.
The inputs to the control algorithm are the generator speed (ω), the input rectified DC voltage
(vin), the inductor current (iib), and the desired power limit threshold (Plimit).
For the sensor-less variation of the proposed algorithm, the speed sensor can be easily eliminated
from the algorithm by using vin in lieu of ω since vin is proportional to ω [44]. Together with the
speed-based version of the proposed algorithm, the sensor-less version was implemented in
simulation to verify its functionality and feasibility. In the experimental trials, the sensor-less
version was implemented in the digital signal processor (DSP) to control the WES test setup. For
simplicity, the algorithm concept is explained using ω as the system reference (as per Figure 3-1)
in this chapter.
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Figure 3-1 Overall system diagram with the proposed management control algorithm.
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Figure 3-2 Sensor-less variation of the proposed management control algorithm.

3.2 Power Management Controller
The power management controller consists of a state observer, a MPPT module and a PLS
module. The state observer is the supervisory unit and it presides over the MPPT and PLS
modules to regulate the WES output power. The proposed control scheme does not require any
physical sensors that are used to relay the wind speed, temperature, and/or humidity information
to minimize cost and sensor error. External sensors like anemometers are often inaccurate due to
difficult placement. If the anemometer is placed too close to the turbine blades, air turbulence
will affect the readings. Similarly, if the anemometer is placed too far from the turbine, the
measurements will not reflect the actual wind speed that the turbine experiences. Therefore,
rather than relying on external sensors, the controller records and analyzes the electrical behavior
of the WES to identify the atmospheric changes that cause the WES to shift from one power
curve to another.
The state observer focuses on the abnormalities in the power and generator speed trends to detect
atmospheric changes, the system state, and selecting the mode of operation (MPPT or PLS).
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Given the state information from the state observer, the MPPT and PLS sub modules
subsequently derive pTSR values to generate the appropriate system references and distinguish
between legitimate power changes (due to control adjustments) and compromised power readings
(caused by atmospheric changes). When compromised power readings are acknowledged, the
active sub module uses the pTSR values to further assess whether the wind speed has increased or
decreased.
The observer determines the appropriate module to activate based on the given power limit,
atmospheric condition, and the system operating state. By default, the MPPT mode is selected to
extract maximum power from the wind and the PLS mode is only activated when the WES output
power exceeds the defined power limit threshold. The controller will only switch from the PLS
mode to the MPPT mode when it has identified that the WES output power has dropped below
the power limit due to a decrease in wind speed and/or air density. In the following three subsections, the state observer, MPPT and PLS modules will be discussed in detail.

3.2.1 State Observer Module
The state observer module was designed to monitor the system operating state, select the
operating mode, and assist the proposed MPPT and PLS modules in identifying atmospheric
changes. The observer monitors the system’s operational state over a specified time period to
detect whether the system has reached a sufficiently stable operating state for generating the next
set of control decisions and to detect anomalies due to atmospheric changes.
To determine whether the system is in the transient convergence state (i.e. moving towards the
system reference) or steady state, the state observer module monitors the system power (P) and
speed (ω) trends over a selected time period by storing the power and speed data in separate
circular arrays. The circular array structure allows the database to continuously record pertinent
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operational data while occupying a fixed amount of memory. Each circular buffer is updated at
each sampling period, Ts, and the oldest data is replaced systematically so that the data retains its
time sequence. The newest data (e.g. data ‘F’) replaces the oldest (e.g. data ‘A’) at each sampling
period—thereby moving from observational time frame forward (e.g. frame 1 to frame 2). For
each time frame, the observer analyzes the data by calculating the differences between the data
points and the oldest data point (e.g. Δω1,o… Δωn,o) and calculates the change in the signals to
determine the state of the system. These changes indicate the trend at which the signal is
changing (e.g. increasing, decreasing, or at steady state) and the magnitudes of change. The
analysis of the data arrays are performed only when the array has a full set of data that defines the
desired time frame. Until the data set is complete, the state observer will consider the system in
its transient state. Figure 3-3 illustrates the data renewal process and the difference calculation for
the speed array.
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Figure 3-3 Example of the observer module’s circular data array for ω.
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For both the power and speed databases, steady state is determined by evaluating overall percent
change in the power (OCp) and speed (OCω). The overall changes are expressed as equations
(3-1) and (3-2) where the largest positive difference (LPD) and largest negative difference (LND)
are calculated between the oldest data point and the successive data points. The LPD and LND
expressions are given by equations (3-3)-(3-8) respectively and the calculation process is
illustrated by Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4 Illustration of the calculation process of LPDω and LNDω using the circular ω
array. The label ωo refers to the oldest data point (highlighted in red) and the labels ω1 – ω4
refer to the successive data points.
If both OCp and OCω are within an acceptable error threshold, εthres, (i.e. OCp ≈ 0 and OCω ≈ 0)
then the system is deemed to have reached steady state. Figure 3-5 is a flow chart depicting the
steady state detection process. Each time a steady state has been detected, the MPPT or PLS
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module will proceed to check if the system has reached its desired reference value. If the
reference value has been reached, the observer notifies the algorithm to proceed with the next
control decision. However, if the system is not at the desired reference value for two consecutive
cycles and is not converging towards the reference, the algorithm re-determines a new reference
value and notifies the observer module to reset the database values to detect the next steady state.
Alone, the observer can detect a wind speed change (ΔVw) by detecting divergence from the speed
reference, ωref (e.g. if the system was previously at steady state — ωref is unchanged—and there
is fluctuation in ω and/or power). Wind changes that occur during mid-perturbation, however,
are detected with the combined efforts of the observer and the selected tracking algorithm and
will be discussed in the following section.
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Figure 3-5 Flow chart of the observer module’s steady state determination process (for the
ease of explanation, a linear array is depicted).
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3.2.2 Slope-Assisted MPPT Overview
Like all parameter independent algorithms, the MPPT algorithm uses the fundamental idea of the
classic P&O—the operating point of the system is perturbed and observed. However, unlike the
P&O method and its variations, the proposed algorithm does not simply reverse direction when a
decrease in power is observed. Instead, the slope assist MPPT uses its last known TSR state
(described by the internally determined pTSR value) to determine its best course of action.
The slope assist methodology is based on a relationship between the measured power and ω that
is used to represent the system’s TSR. From equations (2-4) and (2-6), it can be concluded that P

 ω3 for a fixed λ since P  Vw3 and ω  Vw. Therefore, there exists a function that can
represent all the operating points that for all the wind speeds that correspond to a single λ. By
substituting equation (2-4) into (2-6) for a fixed λ value, we can get the slope assist power (PSA)
equation (3-9), since the Cp function becomes a constant value Cp,λ. This function can be
represented by its slope, m, given by eq. (3-10) since its origin is at 0; the slope m (also referred
to as the pseudo TSR, pTSR). Since the slope value is a constant value that represents λ for all
wind speeds, it can be derived from (3-9) by two easily measurable parameters: P and ω (where
ω is replaced by vin in the sensor-less version of the proposed algorithm). As illustrated in Figure
3-7, all the operating points that correspond to a single pTSR (e.g. all the operating point occurs
on the line defined by a single line with the slope m) correspond to single λ and therefore a single
Cp value.
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Figure 3-6 The linear m(ω) lines that are defined by eq. (3-9) plotted as a function of
PSA = P1/3 and ω juxtaposed with power curves for Vw = 6-8 m/s, ρ = 1.225 kg/m3, λ = 5-8.
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Figure 3-7 The slope assist power PSA, eq. (3-9), and the standard power equation, eq. (2-6),
both equations yields MPPs at the same λopt.
As briefly mentioned, the main difference between the slope assist MPPT and the conventional
P&O MPPT logic is that it uses pTSR values as a reference point in the event of a power
decrease. When atmospheric change is not present and a decrease in power is observed (caused
by the WES passing the MPP), the algorithm can identify the operating range where the MPP is
located and therefore prudently move back towards the last operating point without bypassing the
last known point—thereby reducing oscillation around the MPP that results in superfluous
perturbations (see Figure 3-8). The main advantage of the slope assist methodology is that pTSR
also allows the algorithm to be able to resume its MPP search process in the event of any
atmospheric change. In Figure 3-9, the algorithm drives the WES towards a new operating point
that corresponds to the previous pTSR value (derived from the previous wind condition) when
atmospheric change is detected. By doing so, the algorithm is able to identify an equivalent of
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the last known operating state (prior to the interruption) for the new wind condition and resume
the MPP search from where it left off. As a result, the pTSR is used to assist the algorithm to
mitigate the effects of atmospheric changes and to minimize MPP oscillation. The slope assist
calculation methods will be described in Section 3.2.3.

Power1/3 (P1/3)

Dslope mB
A
B
C

Generator speed (ω)
Figure 3-8 No wind change detected and a decrease in power (BC) is detected: slope
assist activated. Note: the light green lines depict the slope assist operating point (Dslope in
figure) calculation process that is described in Section 3.2.3.
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CP&O

Generator speed (ω)
Figure 3-9 Decrease in power due to atmospheric change (AB): slope assist activated.
Note: the light green lines depict the slope assist operating point (Cslope in figure) calculation
process that is described in Section 3.2.3.
The algorithm also has a flexible memory feature that allows it to adapt to the seasonal wind and
air density profiles as well as the system’s parameter shifts due to machine aging. The algorithm
stores the MPPs that it determines over the course of its operation. The MPP database is a 2dimensional array circular array that stores the determined MPP power and ω. The algorithm is
separated into two main operating modes: training and application mode. In the training mode,
the algorithm is actively searching for and recording the MPPs. After a sufficient amount of
MPPs are found, the algorithm switches to its application mode where it bypasses the bulk of the
MPPT training and focuses on inferring the MPPs by using the approximated optimal pTSR value
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(that is derived from averaging the pTSRs from the recorded MPPs during the training mode). To
keep the approximated optimal pTSR value relevant to the aging WES parameters, the algorithm
will go through a short retraining process that is similar to the training mode. During the
retraining process, the algorithm introduces small perturbations to the system after applying the
recorded optimal pTSR value to evaluate whether the recorded pTSR is still valid (i.e. confirm
whether the system is indeed at the MPP). In the following two subsections, the training and
application modes of the slope assist MPPT are discussed in detail. The error thresholds used for
the decision making process in the MPPT and PLS modules are given by Table 3-1 (where Pdiff =
power difference between power and the power limit and Pchange = change in power since last
operating point).
Table 3-1 Error threshold values for the power management controller.
Parameter

Value (%)

Module(s)

Meaning

εthres

0.01

State Observer

For evaluating steady state

εse

0.005

MPPT

For evaluating percent speed
change for decision making

εp,MPP

0.01

MPPT

For evaluating percent power
change for MPP
(At MPP if |Pchange| ≤ εp,MPP)

εpdiff

0.01

PLS
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For evaluating Pdiff
(At desired operating point if
|Pdiff| ≤ εpdiff)

3.2.3 Slope Assist MPPT Training mode
The MPP search in the training mode begins by receiving the steady state signal from the state
observer. With the signal received, the training module calculates the current slope (mc) as per
(3-9); percent difference from the ωref and ωcurrent (se); percent power change between current and
prior operating point (pchange); percent ω change between current and prior operating point
(schange); and speed change polarity (spol)—see eqs. (3-11)-(3-14).

se 

 n   ref
 ref

(3-11)

Pchange 

Pn  Pn 1
Pn 1

(3-12)

s change 

 n   n 1
 n 1

(3-13)


1
s pol  

0

if s change  0

(3-14)

if s change  0

If se is almost zero (i.e. less than εse) then the system has reached the speed reference and the
algorithm calculates the power-speed change ratio (PSCR) according to (3-15). The PSCR is used
to detect wind changes that occur during the convergence period (i.e. when the system is moving
towards the ωref). If the algorithm is operating normally and the wind condition has not changed,
the ratio between the change in power (ΔP) and the change in speed (Δω) should decrease since
the MPP is defined where ΔP/Δω = 0. Without wind change, the only exception to a consistently
decreasing ΔP/Δω is when the algorithm went past the MPP and is reversing direction towards
the MPP where the power would be greater (i.e. spol has changed). Therefore, if the PSCR
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increases and spol has not changed, then the algorithm will acknowledge that the wind condition
has changed (see Figure 3-10).

 Pn  Pn 1 

PSCR  abs




ref , n 1 
 ref , n

(3-15)

mmax
PSCRBC > PSCRAB

mB

C’
B

Power1/3 (P1/3)

A
C

Generator speed (ω)
Figure 3-10 Mid-convergence period wind detection using the PSCR (spol has not changed
polarity and PSCR has increased).
The algorithm perturbs the system based on the measured (p and ω) and calculated (m, se, pchange,
schange, spol, and PSCR) parameters and observes the resulting system behavior. Similar to the
P&O algorithm, the algorithm will continue the speed adjustment in the same direction if an
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increase in power is detected (pchange > εP,MPP). However, unlike the P&O methodology, it will
not simply reverse the direction of the speed adjustment if a decrease in power (Pchange < -εP,MPP)
is detected. Rather, the proposed MPPT will use the slope of the previous operating point (mn-1)
to guide the system back to its previous system TSR state as briefly mentioned in Section 3.2.2.
By using the slope values as its guide, the algorithm drives the system towards its previous ‘state’
rather than its previous operating point to resume the search process from where it left off. Since
the algorithm evaluates the changes in both the TSR and Pchange rather than just the power change
alone, the algorithm is able to detect wind speed changes and therefore robust with respect to
frequent atmospheric changes. Figure 3-11 illustrates the operation of the algorithm under wind
speed fluctuation. In Figure 3-11, points B’ and D’ denote the expected operating states that were
not reached due to the changes in the wind condition.
It is important to mention that during the slope convergence (whereby system moving towards
mref1 from point B in Figure 3-11) the algorithm checks for the following:
(a) If the MPP has been found (i.e. if (3-16) is satisfied where εp,MPP is the acceptable error
threshold for the Pchange to be considered almost zero).
abs( Pchange)   p, MPP

(3-16)

(b) If the system is moving away from the MPP (Pchange < -εP,MPP).
(c) If the new calculated speed adjustment dictates a change in the direction of movement,
spol (see Figure 3-11 points D-E).
If cases (a) or (b) is detected, the algorithm will halt the slope convergence process. In case (a),
the MPP has been found during slope convergence mode so the algorithm will register the MPP
in the database and refrain from any further speed adjustments until Pchange > εp,MPP (which occurs
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only if the atmospheric conditions change). In case (b), the algorithm has detected that the current
slope reference is causing the system to move away from the MPP (as illustrated by point D-E in
Figure 3-11). As a result, the algorithm activates slope assist and replaces the slope reference
with the slope of the previous operating point (point D) to return to the previous operating state
(see Figure 3-11 for the adjustment points D-E-F where mref1 is replaced by mref2). When case (c)
is detected (point C-D in Figure 3-11), the algorithm continues with the slope convergence
process but commands a small speed adjustment to probe the system. This is done to prevent the
system from potentially moving too far from the MPP due to a wind change and a non-optimal
slope reference (this scenario is illustrated in Figure 3-11 where the system is trying to move
towards mref1). Since the algorithm was previously decreasing ω, the algorithm does not
immediately command a large increase in ω to move towards mref1. Rather, the algorithm
demands a small change (to point E) to probe the system.
The reference calculations during slope guidance are summarized by eq. (3-17). For a visual
representation, Figure 3-12 illustrates the slope guidance ωref calculation if the current slope is
less than the reference slope (mn < mref) and Figure 3-13 depicts the same calculation if (mn >
mref).
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mmax mref2
F
mref1
(p1/3 )

DE
B’
A

Power1/3

D’
C
B

Generator Speed (ω)
Figure 3-11 Illustration of the proposed algorithm under wind speed fluctuation.

mmax

Power1/3

(p1/3)

mref
pA*1/3

A*

0.5(pA1/3+pA*1/3)

B

pA1/3

A

ωref

ωA

Generator Speed (ω)
Figure 3-12 ωref calculation if mn < mref for slope guidance.
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ωA
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Power1/3

(p1/3)

mref mmax

Generator Speed

(ω)

Figure 3-13 ωref calculation if mn > mref for slope guidance.

 ref

mref  p1 / 3

2mref

  1/ 3
p
m
 ref

where mn  mref
(3-17)

where mn  mref

After each MPP is found, the algorithm stores the power, ω, and slope values into its database for
inferring future MPPs for different atmospheric conditions. The pTSR slopes are averaged to
determine a universal slope reference to ensure that the algorithm uses a pTSR that best represents
the family of MPCs rather than an extremum curve. The algorithm also compensates for air
density fluctuations by probing the system with small adjustments after the use of the universal
slope reference. Since the database is continually updated, the averaged optimal pTSR value will
adapt to and reflect air density trends.
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3.2.4 Slope Assist MPPT Application Mode
The application mode is activated when the database has logged a specified amount of MPP data
points. In this mode, the algorithm uses the averaged optimal pTSR obtained in the training stage
to infer the maximum power points for the different wind scenarios. After a preset period the
algorithm will perform a calibration sequence that will introduce small perturbations to probe the
system after the convergence to the optimal pTSR in the database. The probing process is a
shorter version of the training mode MPP search. If the WES has not experienced any parameter
shift due to aging, the perturbations will result in minimal power change and the calibration
sequence is complete. However, if the small perturbations result in power changes that are larger
than expected, then the algorithm will perform a small series of MPP searches as per the training
mode to update the optimal pTSR value to reflect the new WES parameters. By doing so, the
database will continually adapt to parameter shifts due to machine aging and seasonal air density
trends.

3.2.5 Power limit search (PLS)
Rather than extracting maximum power from the wind like the slope assist MPPT, the PLS
mode’s objective is to minimize wasted energy and the heat dissipation requirements of the
energy release mechanism by minimizing the generation of surplus power. The PLS is activated
when the WES is operating in the MPPT mode and the state observer has detected that it is
generating more power than the defined power limit; the PLS operating region is highlighted in
the shaded areas in Figure 3-14. Similar to the slope-assisted MPPT methodology, the PLS
module uses the pTSR slope values to detect atmospheric changes and helps to quickly resume its
search process after a change in wind condition. The pTSR value also helps the PLS to determine
when to correctly transition back to the MPPT mode.
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In Figure 3-14, the PLS region I is the

primary operating region where the measured power is higher than the power limit. However, the
WES may briefly operate below the power limit (PLS region II in Figure 3-14) while the PLS is
searching for the power target operating point.
Due to the near parabolic shape of the power curves, there exists two operating points that result
in the target power value for each wind speed (see eq. (3-18) and Figure 3-14). To minimize the
WES mechanical stress and avoid over speeding the WES generator, it is preferable for the WES
to operate at the lowest generator speed that results in the target power value.

Therefore, the

proposed PLS methodology has been designed to seek the operating points that achieve the target
power generation at the lowest possible generator speed (see eq. (3-19)).

PLS Region I

Power1/3 (P1/3)

Target
Power
(Plimt)

PLS
Region II

Generator speed (ω)
Figure 3-14 Multiple operating points for each wind speed that result in the target power
limit (o = target operating points, X = undesirable operating points). Shaded region is the
PLS mode operational region.
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plimit 1   plimit 2  where 2  1

(3-18)

target  min 2 , 1

(3-19)

To locate the lowest generator speed that results in the target power, the PLS module will
immediately reduce the generator speed in proportion to the power difference (Pdiff) between the
measured power (P) and Plimit (see Figure 3-15 and eq. (3-20)) when it is first activated. The
controller will continue to demand that the WES reduces its rotational speed in proportion to Pdiff
until Pdiff is sufficiently small (i.e. |Pdiff| < εpdiff) or if it is negative (i.e. Pdiff < -εpdiff); the speed
reference is obtained as given in eq.(3-21) where K is an arbitrary constant, ωref,n is the current
speed reference, and ωref,n+1 is the new speed reference. If Pdiff is sufficiently small, the controller
will maintain its operating state (since the power target has been reached) and monitor the WES’s
power and pTSR values for any atmospheric changes.
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B

C

Power1/3 (P1/3)

D

A

mA
Plim, diff

Target
Power
(Plimit)

E

Generator speed (ω)
Figure 3-15 Basic PLS operation principle.

Pdiff 

Pn  Plimit
Plimit

(3-20)

ref ,n1  ref ,n 1  K Pdiff  while pdiff   pdiff

(3-21)

Once the controller acknowledges that the measured power has dropped below the power limit in
PLS mode, there are two possible scenarios: a) the WES has passed the target operating point due
to normal adjustment and no atmospheric change has occurred; b) the wind speed or air density
has decreased.

In case a) the WES is close to the target operating point, so the controller will

continue to adjust the WES’s operating point with respect to eq. (3-21). In case b), the controller
assesses whether or not the situation merits the activation of the MPPT mode or continued use of
the PLS mode. The PLS only transitions to the MPPT mode if a decrease in the wind speed has
caused the power to drop below the target power level. To minimize logical adjustment errors and
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accurately determine the appropriate controller operation mode (MPPT or PLS), the PLS
compares, measures and stores the slope values before every operating point adjustment. The
PLS uses the slope analysis technique to distinguish between case a) whether a legitimate
adjustment by the PLS, and case b) a wind speed/air density decrease has caused the power to
drop below the target.
Due to the shape of the wind power curves, decreased wind speeds/air densities are detected when
both the generator speed and the slope value has decreased (see Figure 3-16, Figure 3-17, and
Figure 3-18); if there is no ambient atmospheric change, decreased generator speed causes the
slope values to increase. Similarly, increased wind speeds and air densities are identified when
both the generator speed and slope value increases. Since the PLS only transitions to the MPPT
mode when the power is below the target power and when the wind speed/air density has
decreased, the WES in the scenarios depicted in Figure 3-16 and Figure 3-17 transitions to MPPT
while the WES in the scenario depicted in Figure 3-18 remains in the PLS mode. It is also
important to note that as long as the power exceeds the target power level, a decrease in wind
speed will not cause the PLS to transition to the MPPT mode; the PLS will continue to reduce the
WES’s generator speed if the power exceeds the target power level even though a decrease in
wind speed has been detected. Also, if the PLS mode is active, increased wind speeds do not
affect the PLS operation since it only increases the power difference between its current operating
point and the power limit. In response, the PLS will continue to decrease the WES generator
speed—in proportion to the increased power difference—towards the low speed power target
operating point.
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mA

Power1/3 (P1/3)

mA ≥ mB
PB < Plimit
B’

A

Exit PLS
use MPPT

mB
Target
Power
(Plimit)

Plim, diff

B

Generator speed (ω)
Figure 3-16 PLS detection of decreased wind speed: PLS transition to MPPT scenario I
(point A  B) where PB = power at point B.

mA
mB

Power1/3 (P1/3)

mA ≥ mB
PB < Plimit
A
Exit PLS B’
use MPPT

Target
Power
(Plimit)

Plim, diff

B

Generator speed (ω)
Figure 3-17 PLS detection of decreased wind speed: PLS transition to MPPT scenario II
(point A  B) where PB = power at point B.
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Power1/3 (P1/3)

mA > mB
PB > Plimit

B’

PLS mode

B

A

mA

mB
Plim, diff

Target
Power
(Plimit)

Generator speed (ω)
Figure 3-18 PLS detection of decreased wind speed: sustained PLS mode scenario
where PB = power at point B.

3.3 Summary
In this chapter, an intelligent parameter-independent power management controller has been
discussed. With the state observer presiding over the slope-assisted MPPT and the PLS, the
controller reduces the convergence times to the desired operating points and minimizes logical
errors by identifying the changes in wind conditions. Being applicable for both grid-connected
and standalone wind systems, the slope-assist MPPT increases a wind system’s MPP search
efficiency and enables the wind system to actively adapt to its changing behavior and wind
conditions.

The PLS algorithm was designed to complement the slope assist MPPT for

standalone wind systems that have limited energy storage and use energy dissipation mechanisms
to disperse surplus energy. Rather than focusing on capturing maximum power, the power limit
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search focuses on reducing the size and heat requirements of the energy dissipation mechanism
by minimizing surplus power generation as desired. The PLS algorithm can also be used as a
secondary safety mechanism to regulate the output power in high wind speed conditions for gridconnected systems.
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Chapter 4
Wind Energy System Analysis
4.1 WES Design Overview
This study is based on a permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) WES. The power
converter stage is comprised of a diode rectifier and a boost converter. The design parameters of
the turbine, generator, and power converter are given in Table 4-1 (simulation studies) and Table
4-2 (experimental prototype). The equations used to derive the circuit parameter values are
outlined in [51].

This section will detail the WES design for the simulation studies; the

experimental prototype design is based on the same methodology used in the simulation studies
and based the experimental parameters outlined in Table 4-2.
Table 4-1 Wind energy system parameters (Simulation Studies).
Boost converter parameters
Lb

1.5mH

fs

20kHz

Cb

200µF

Vo

400V

PMSG and turbine parameters
Rated Power

3kW

Air density (ρ)

1.225

System Inertia (J)

0.0527kg.m2

Cut-in wind speed

3m/s

Rated wind speed

12m/s

Radius (R)

1.86m

Number of poles (Np)

14

Gearbox

1:1
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Table 4-2 Wind energy system parameters (experimental prototype).
Boost converter parameters
Lb

2.2mH

fs

20kHz

Cb

200µF

Vo

100V

PMSG and turbine parameters
Rated Power

200 W

Air density (ρ)

1.225

System Inertia (J)

0.0527kg.m2

Cut-in wind speed

3m/s

Rated wind speed

8m/s

Radius (R)

1.5m

Number of poles (Np)

24

Gearbox

4.66:1

4.2 Wind Turbine Model
The power coefficient function used in the simulation study was based on the relationship from
the wind turbine model provided by MATLAB Simulink [31] and [52]. The turbine model is
described by equations (4-1) and (4-2) where the coefficients c1 = 0.5176, c2 = 116, c3 = 0.4, c4 =
5, c5 = 21, c6 = 0.0068.

c

C p ( ,  )  c1  2  c3   c4 e
 i


1

i



 c5

i

1
0.035
 3
  0.08   1

 c6 

(4-1)

(4-2)
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For this thesis, a fixed pitch wind turbine (β =0) was considered, so the power coefficient used is
obtained by substituting (4-2) into (4-1) to get the Cp function as (4-3). The power coefficient
curve described by (4-3) is illustrated by Figure 4-1. Using the relationship given by (4-3), the
power curves and maximum power curves for the wind turbine used in this simulation study are
illustrated by Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3. Figure 4-2 illustrates the different power curves for
wind speeds ranging from 3 – 5 m/s and air density values ranging from 1.127-1.423 kg/m3. For
a fixed wind speed of 5 m/s, Figure 4-3 illustrates that there is a common optimal TSR value for
the different power curves due various air density values.
c 

5
c2 

 10.035

C p ( )  c1 
 c4 e
 c6 
 1  0.035


Figure 4-1 Power coefficient function of the wind turbine used in this study.
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(4-3)

kg/m^3
kg/m^3
kg/m^3
kg/m^3
kg/
kg/m^3
m^3
kg/m^3

Figure 4-2 The wind turbine power curves and maximum power curves of the wind turbine
used in the simulation study. The curves illustrate the differences in power curves and
maximum power curves under different wind speeds and air density conditions.

kg/m^3
kg/
kg/m^3
m^3
kg/m^3

Figure 4-3 The common optimal TSR for the various wind power curves for 5 m/s
associated with air density values from 1.127 – 1.123 kg/m3 where TSRopt = 8.
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4.3 WES Drive train Modeling
In this thesis, the WES drive train (as pictured in Figure 4-4), was modeled based on the widely
used one-mass lumped model where the drive train components are combined together and
operates as a single rotating mass [30][43][53][54]. With respect to the single mass model, the
motion equation describing the WES drive train is given as Eq. (4-4) where J represents the total
system inertia as seen from the generator side, Tm is the torque from the wind turbine as seen from
the generator side, Te is the generator’s electromagnetic torque, and B is the damping or friction
coefficient [30] [53]. From an electrical perspective, the total system inertia (J) and the wind
turbine torque (Tm) is typically represented from the generator side shaft for system modeling in
the presence of a gearbox (see (4-5) - (4-7) where N denotes the gearbox ratio) [30][54]. Eq.
(4-6) is the wind turbine mechanical torque equation as seen from the generator side where N is
the gear ratio. Typically in the analysis of WES, B = 0 due to its minimal impact on the overall
system dynamics and for simplicity [43][55].

Wind
Turbine rotor

Gearbox
TWT

JWT

Generator
Te
JG

Gear ratio:
N = NG/NWT
Figure 4-4 WES drive train model.
J

d
dt

 Tm  Te  B

(4-4)
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Tm 

TWT
N

(4-5)

0.5R 2Vw C p  
3

Tm 

(4-6)

N 2

J  JG 

J WT

(4-7)

N2

4.4 PMSG Model
The PMSG used in this thesis is a surface-mounted PMSG (also known as a non-salient pole
PMSG) where the permanent magnets are placed on the rotor surface.

Figure 4-5 is the

simplified synchronously-rotating reference frame (dq-axis) PMSG model in terms of the stator
currents (id and iq), stator voltages (vd and vq), generator rotor speed (ω), synchronous inductances
(Ld and Lq), stator resistance (Rs), and the rotor flux (λf). The dynamic model of the non-salient
pole PMSG is given by (4-8) where Ld = Lq [13] [30]. In this model, the input variables are the
stator voltages, rotor flux linkage, and the mechanical torque. The output variables, on the other
hand, are the stator currents, the generator speed, and the generator electromagnetic torque.
id

ωLqiq

Rs

iq

+ +

Rs

ωLdid

ωλf

- +

+ -

+

vd

Ld

vq

-

Lq

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-5 Simplified dq-axis PMSG model in the rotor field synchronous reference frame.
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 did  vd  Rsid  Lqiq
 
Ld
 dt

 diq   vq  Rsiq  Ld id   f
 dt
Lq


(4-8)

With respect to the generator, the steady-state electromagnetic torque, Te, of a synchronous
generator is given by (4-9), where Ld and Lq represent the d-axis and q-axis inductance of the
generator; Npp is the number of pole pairs; λf is the rotor flux and id and iq represent the d-axis and
q-axis current [13]. For the non-salient synchronous generator used in this thesis, the d-axis and
q-axis inductance are equal and (4-9) becomes (4-10).
Te 

3
N pp  f i q  Ld  Lq i d i Lq 
2

Te 

(4-9)

3
N pp  f iq 
2

(4-10)

4.5 Boost Converter Design
Since the boost converter operates in continuous conduction mode, the minimum boost inductor
(Lb,min) that keeps the converter in CCM is given by (4-11). The duty cycle used in (4-11) is
obtained from (4-12) at the rated full power condition at the highest wind speed, which gives the
highest value of the generator voltage.
At the output side of the converter, the output capacitor (Cb) is designed according to the
specified voltage ripple across the output. The minimum output capacitance is determined by
(4-13), where Po is the output power and ΔVo is the output voltage ripple.

Lb, min 

Vo
d 1 d 
2 I Lb f s

(4-11)
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d  1

Vin
Vo

Cb,min 

(4-12)

Po d
f s VoVo

(4-13)

4.6 Stability Analysis and Controller Design with Speed Control Loop
To design a suitable controller for the WES to accurately track the MPPT generated reference
speed (ωref), the control dynamics and the stability of the overall system is first studied. By
applying Laplace Transform, the frequency domain of (4-4) is obtained to be as shown in (4-14)
where the damping coefficient is neglected since its effect is negligible (B = 0) [43][55].
sJs   Tm s   Te s 

(4-14)

By applying the Taylor series linearization to eq. (4-6), the small change in Tm (ΔTm) can be
expressed as a function of the small change in Vw (Δvw) and ω (Δω) as shown in (4-15).

At the

output of the rectifier, iLb is related to iq by eq. (4-16) [56]. With the boost converter input current
as the loading current of the generator, iLb is related to the generator’s electromagnetic torque, Te,
by (4-17). The Laplace transform of the turbine mechanical torque, Tm(s), is given by (4-18)
where the constants σ and γ are functions of the steady-state operating points (vw0, ω0) that are
described by (4-19) and (4-20) respectively.

The Laplace transform of the generator

electromagnetic torque, Te(s), is given by (4-21) where KL is a constant described by (4-22).

Tm v w0 ,  r 0  

Tm
v w

v w 
v w 0 , r 0

Tm
 r
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v w 0 , r 0

(4-15)

i Lb 
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(4-16)

3 3
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Tm s   v w s   s 

(4-18)
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(4-20)

Te s   K L i Lb s 

(4-21)



KL 

3 3



N pp  f

(4-22)

In the proposed speed control system, ω is adjusted through the control of the converter loading
current (iLb) by varying duty ratio (d). The small signal model of the boost converter is obtained
using the state-space averaged circuit model [51] and the transfer function between iL(s) and d(s)
is obtained as shown in (4-23), where the small change in the wind speed is negligible (vw ≈ 0), Po
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is the output load power, RL is the load resistance, and ILb is the steady-state boost inductor
current that is expressed as (4-24). By combining (4-14), (4-18), (4-21), and (4-23), the complete
system model can be obtained as shown in Figure 4-6, where the plant model has two input
variables, vcon(s) the small-signal control signal provided by the controller and vw(s) small-signal
change in wind speed. In Figure 4-6, Gcom(s) is the required compensator and Vpp is the peak
value of the triangular carrier signal.
The open-loop transfer function is expressed as eq. (4-25) where the transfer function between
ω(s) and iLb(s) is given by eq. (4-26). With d(s)/vcon(s) being the comparator transfer function
denoted by 1/Vpp and manipulating equations (4-23), (4-25), and (4-26), the final overall openloop transfer function is obtained as eq. (4-27).

G pL s  

I Lb 

i Lb s 

CbVo s  21  d I Lb
Lb Cb s 2 
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i Lb s 
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(4-27)
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Figure 4-6 Complete diagram of the system.

The plant transfer function is given by eq. (4-27), for different steady-state wind speed values (Vw
= 12, 7, and 3 m/s). Since the effect of the friction coefficient B is negligible it is ignored in this
analysis. Upon inspection of eq. (4-27), there is a pole at s = γ/J. Because the moment of inertia
and γ (given by (4-20)) are both positive values under all operating conditions, the pole at s = γ/J
is in the right half plane (RHP). A pole in the RHP indicates that the open-loop system is
unstable and the corresponding overall open-loop Bode plot is illustrated in Figure 4-7.
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Bode Diagram
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Figure 4-7 Speed Control MPPT: Open loop Bode plot for eq. (4-27) for wind speeds of 12,
7, and 3 m/s.
In order to reduce the cross-over frequency and introduce fast roll-off in the magnitude plot in the
low frequency range, a PI-type (proportional-integral) controller with time constant Tc and gain kc
(see eq. (4-28)) can be used to improve the stability of the system by introducing a pole at s = 0
and to eliminate the steady-state tracking error by achieving high DC gain. The final values of kc
and Tc are determined through the control SISO toolbox in MATLAB; and are determined to be
0.16 and 0.015 respectively for this design example.
The loop transfer function is described as eq. (4-29), and the Nyquist and Bode plots of eq. (4-29)
for various Vw are given by Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 respectively. According to the Nyquist
criterion, a feedback control system is stable if and only if the number of counterclockwise
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encirclements of the (-1, 0) point is equal to the number of RHP poles of the loop transfer
function [57]. Therefore, the system is stable for the specified range of wind speeds (Vw = 12, 7,
and 3 m/s) according to the Nyquist criterion since there is one RHP pole (s = γ/J) in the loop
transfer function, Gloop(s), and there is one counterclockwise encirclement of the (-1,0) point in
the Nyquist plot (Figure 4-8).
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(4-29)
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Figure 4-8 Speed Control MPPT (eq. (4-29)): (a) Nyquist plot for wind speeds of 12, 7, and 3
m/s; (b) zoom in of (-1,0) in the dashed box in (a).
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The Bode plot shows that a minimum phase margin of 38.3° is achieved at the lowest wind speed
condition (3 m/s). At the highest wind speed of 12 m/s, a phase margin of 44.5° is achieved.
The loop transfer function, Gloop(s), does not include the MPPT block since it is an external block
that provides the system reference and operates much at a much slower frequency (10Hz) than the
control loop (20 kHz). Furthermore, the reference signal (generated by the MPPT block) is
changed only when the system has reached steady state. Therefore in the stability analysis
presented in this thesis, the MPPT output signal is treated as an external constant reference.
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Figure 4-9 Speed Control MPPT: Bode plot for eq. (4-29) for different wind speeds.
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4.7 Stability Analysis and Controller Design with Voltage Control Loop (Sensor-less
MPPT)
From the previous section, it has been seen that the maximum power operating point is controlled
through the continuous adjustment of the generator speed. However, from Figure 4-6, there are
two loops involved: speed and power control loops. To simplify the overall structure of the
MPPT controller and remove the mechanical speed sensor from the system, this section focuses
on using a single voltage loop to achieve MPPT (i.e. eliminating the speed control loop).
Figure 4-10 is an illustration of a typical three-phase diode rectifier with a constant output current
source. The relationship between the frequency of the input voltage source (i.e. in this case, ω)
and the output voltage of the three phase rectifier is given by (4-30) [44], where Ls is the line
inductance (i.e. or stator inductance from the generator); Irec is the rectifier output DC current; Vrec
is the rectifier output DC voltage; Vph is the generator output phase voltage given by (4-31). In
eq. (4-31), Iac represents the AC side phase current and Eg represents the internally-genenrated
electromotive force of the machine as given by (4-32).

+
_
_
n
_

+

Ls
Irec

Vrec

Ls
+
+

Ls

_
Figure 4-10 Three-phase diode rectifier with constant output current.
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Since Irec is related to Iac by the relationship denoted by eq. (4-33), the average rectifier output
voltage can be expressed as a function of ω can be obtained by combining (4-30), (4-32), and
(4-33). The resultant expression is as shown in (4-34), assuming that the input phase current is in
phase with the phase voltage. Also, under steady-state operating condition, Iac is related to the
mechanical torque (Tm) by (4-35) as a function of ω. Based on the generator parameters given in
Table 4-1, eq. (4-34) is plotted as a function of ω (see Figure 4-11) and it is observed in that Vrec
(or also known as the boost converter input voltage, vin) and ω exhibit a fairly linear relationship.
Therefore, since the input frequency and the rectifier output voltage are approximately linearly
related, the rectifier output voltage can be used to indirectly change the generator speed to
perform MPPT.
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Figure 4-11 Relationship between rectifier output voltage and the input frequency.

The complete system model with the voltage loop control is illustrated by Figure 4-12. Using the
techniques described in the previous section for the speed control MPPT, the final overall loop
transfer function for voltage control is obtained as given by eq. (4-36), where Kv-ω represents the
ratio between Vrec and ω. The main difference between eq. (4-29) and eq. (4-36) is the additional
term (KV-ω) in eq. (4-36) . With the PI controller described in the form of eq. (4-28), Figure 4-13
is the Bode plot of eq. (4-36). The figure shows that a minimum phase margin of around 40° is
achieved at the highest wind speed.
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(4-36)
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Figure 4-12 Complete system diagram with voltage loop control.
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Figure 4-13 Bode plot for overall loop transfer function (eq. (4-36)) for different wind
speeds with voltage control.

4.8 Digital Compensator
For experimental testing, the algorithm is implemented on a DSP. As such a digital compensator
is necessary. A typical analog s-domain PI compensator is written in the form of (4-37) and is
illustrated by Figure 4-14. In eq. (4-37), e(s) is the frequency domain of the error signal, vcon(s) is
the frequency domain of the control signal while Kc and Tc are the gain and time constant of the
compensator respectively.
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Figure 4-14 General s-domain PI (proportional-integral) compensator.
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In the proposed controller, the feedback variable is sampled at a frequency denoted by fs, and the
sampling time of the controller is given by eq. (4-38). The corresponding z-domain transfer
function of the PI compensator is then given by eq. (4-39) with a sampling rate of Ts. Figure 4-15
is the block diagram of the compensator represented by eq. (4-39).
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Figure 4-15 General structure of a digital PI compensator (z-domain).
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By using (4-40) to take the inverse z-transform of (4-39), the corresponding discrete-time domain
relation between the discrete-time error signal e(k) and control signal vcon(k) is expressed as
(4-41).
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4.9 Summary
This chapter focused on the theoretical modeling, design, and stability analysis of the proposed
WES with the power management controller. This chapter presented the theoretical modeling of
the wind turbine, drive train, and boost power converter used in this study. The stability analysis
in this chapter has shown that both the speed based and sensor-less power management controller
is stable within the desired wind speed range of 3-12m/s.
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Chapter 5
Algorithm Performance Evaluation: Simulation and Experimental
Studies
5.1 Simulation Studies
In the simulation studies, the power management controller was subjected to a wide variety of
atmospheric conditions. In the simulation software, more realistic and complicated atmospheric
condition profile can be easily implemented to more extensively test the proposed algorithm. Also
in the simulation study, the internal decision variables (which are otherwise unavailable in
experimental studies) can be observed to better understand the operation of the algorithm. As
such, the simulation study setup and performance results are presented in the following sections.
5.1.1 Simulation Setup
The WES simulation model used in this thesis was built using PSIM (PowerSim) to assess the
performance of the proposed control scheme. The WES model used in the simulation studies is
illustrated by Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2 is the wind turbine model. In Figure 5-2, λi is a function
of λ and β from the MATLAB turbine model and is expressed as (5-1) [31]; this thesis considers a
fixed-pitch wind turbine where β=0. The input of the wind turbine model is the wind speed, Vw,
and the output is the mechanical turbine shaft speed, ωT . The model essentially implements the
wind turbine torque characters described by equations (4-1) - (4-3) for a fixed pitch turbine (β =
0). The wind turbine inertia (Jload) modeled using the mechanical load model detailed in the
PSIM user manual [58] (see Figure 5-3) where the Tload is the loading torque. In PSIM, the
electrical parameters (current, voltage, and capacitance) are analogous to the mechanical
parameters (torque, angular rotational speed, and inertia). To achieve the required custom
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mechanical load model, a dependent current source is placed in parallel with a capacitor (see
Figure 5-2) and the relationship between the torque and inertia is given by (5-2) and (5-3) where
the mechanical torque, turbine inertia, and the angular rotational speed is represented by the
dependent current source value, capacitance, and voltage respectively.
Vw
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Turbine
Model

ωWT
Low
speed
shaft
Gearbox

High
speed
shaft

PMSM
Diode Bridge
Rectifier
+
Boost
Converter
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...
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Figure 5-1 PSIM WES model.
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K
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Figure 5-2 The PSIM wind turbine model used in the simulation studies.
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Figure 5-3 The PSIM mechanical load model [58].
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5.1.2 Simulation Performance Results
Given that the system’s ideal dimensionless TSR value is 8.1 and the corresponding ideal m value
is 0.0354, the proposed algorithm was subjected to different atmospheric scenarios to study its
effectiveness. Figure 5-4 illustrates the algorithm performance under changing wind speeds from
7 to 9 m/s (25.2 - 32.4 km/h). It shows that the algorithm is able to successfully detect wind
changes (as denoted by the ‘wind change detection’ curve in the figure) and illustrates the use of
the slope assistance. Figure 5-5 illustrates a scenario where the wind speed changes randomly
between intervals of 2-8 seconds. The system was subjected to wind speeds from 8.5-5.7 m/s
(30.6-20.52 km/h). The algorithm enabled the system to operate at a near optimal TSR (achieved
TSR ≈ 8.1).
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Figure 5-6 depicts the proposed algorithm performance under wind gusts (large wind changes)
and frequent wind changes. With Vw varying from 8-12 m/s (28.2-43.2 km/h), the algorithm

[rpm]

consistently drove the system towards the MPP despite the frequent large wind fluctuations.

[m/s]

Wind speed

Figure 5-4 Proposed algorithm performance for VwLF = 7-9 m/s. Wind change detection and
slope guidance feature is illustrated in the last two graphs. The TSR, slope values, and
operation flags (wind change detection and slope mode) are dimensionless.
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[m/s]

Wind speed

Figure 5-5 Performance of proposed algorithm where VwLF = 8.5-5.7m/s where the TSR is
dimensionless.
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[rpm]
[m/s]

Figure 5-6 Performance with wind gusts where VwLF = 8-12m/s.

To illustrate the robustness of the algorithm, it was subjected to random and simultaneously
changes in air density and wind speed. In the scenario depicted by Figure 5-7, wind turbulence
(VwT) of ±0.25 m/s was superimposed on the low frequency wind speed (VwLF) values (i.e. the
wind speed depicted in the simulation results are given by VwLF + VwT). The low frequency wind
speed varied from 6-11 m/s. The algorithm was able to continuously move the system towards
the optimum TSR and prevent it from diverging too far despite the constantly changing wind
speed.
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[rpm]
[m/s]
[kg/m3]

Figure 5-7 Proposed algorithm performance in worst case scenario: severe air density and
wind speed fluctuation.

To quantify the effectiveness and robustness of the slope assist MPPT, its performance was
compared to the standard fixed and variable speed P&O algorithms under identical atmospheric
conditions (Vw = 7-9.5 m/s and ρ = 1.225 kg/m2). In this comparison, the P&O algorithms
employ the same steady state detection method as the proposed algorithm (described in Section
3.2.1) to properly show the effectiveness of their respective algorithm logic without bias.
The three algorithms (fixed-step size, variable-step size, and the proposed slope assist MPPT)
were subjected to two different wind profiles. The individual performances the algorithms are
illustrated in Figure 5-8 – 5-17. The comparisons show that the proposed slope assist MPPT
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algorithm is significantly more robust, efficient, and can capture more power from the wind than
the standard P&O algorithms.
The wind profile used in the first comparison featured gradually increasing wind speeds and a
sharp decrease in wind; the wind speed varied from 7 m/s to 9 m/s. Figure 5-8 - Figure 5-11
illustrate the performance of the fixed-step size P&O, variable-step size P&O, and the slope assist
algorithms respectively for this wind profile. In this scenario, the P&O algorithms performed
fairly well and were able to obtain the system’s maximum power points in most cases. However,
the slope assist MPPT was able to efficiently identify all the MPPs and was able to extract 16%
more power from the wind than the standard fixed-step size P&O algorithm and 12% more power
than the variable-step size P&O algorithm (see Figure 5-11). The power coefficient performances
of these algorithms are summarized in Figure 5-12. Given that the optimal power coefficient
value of the wind system is 0.47, the slope assist MPPT was achieved a higher average Cp value
than the conventional algorithms. The slope assist MPPT achieved an average Cp value of 0.46
while the fixed and variable-step P&O algorithms achieved average Cp values of 0.41 and 0.42,
respectively.
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Figure 5-8 Performance of the standard fixed-step size P&O algorithm (average power
captured = 1066 W).
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Figure 5-9 Performance of the standard variable-step size P&O algorithm (average power
captured = 1106 W).
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Figure 5-10 Performance of the slope-assisted MPPT algorithm (1238 W).

Figure 5-11 Performance of the: Fixed-step size P&O (left), Variable-step size P&O (center),
and the slope assist MPPT (right).
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Figure 5-12 Power coefficient performance of the fixed-step size P&O, variable-step size
P&O, and the slope assist MPPT (comparison performed under atmospheric identical
conditions as depicted in Figure 5-8 - Figure 5-10).
To test the robustness of the algorithms, the conventional and proposed algorithms were subjected
to a second wind profile that featured alternating increases and decreases in wind speed that
ranged from 6.5 to 9.5 m/s; Figure 5-13 - Figure 5-17 illustrate the individual algorithm
performances for this wind profile. The P&O decision logic were unable to distinguish between
the power changes that were due to the perturbation or due to changes in the wind condition. As
a result, the P&O algorithms were unable to perform as expected and could not obtain the
system’s maximum power points in most cases. The proposed slope assist MPPT, however, was
able to identify all the MPPs and was able to extract 51% more power from the wind than the
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standard fixed-step size P&O algorithm and 32% more power than the variable-step size P&O
algorithm (see Figure 5-16).

The power coefficient performances of these algorithms are

summarized in Figure 5-17; the slope assist MPPT achieved an average Cp value of 0.45, while
the fixed and variable-step P&O algorithms achieved average Cp values of 0.30 and 0.33
respectively.
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Figure 5-13 Performance of the standard fixed-step size P&O algorithm (average power
captured = 844 W).
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Figure 5-14 Performance of the standard variable-step size P&O algorithm (average power
captured = 944 W).
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Figure 5-15 Performance of the proposed slope assist MPPT algorithm (average power
captured = 1282 W).
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Figure 5-16 Performance of the: Fixed-step size P&O (left), Variable-step size P&O (center),
and the slope assist MPPT (right).
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Figure 5-17 Power coefficient performance of the fixed-step size P&O, variable-step size
P&O, and the slope assist MPPT (comparison performed under atmospheric identical
conditions as depicted in Figure 5-13-Figure 5-16).
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Figure 5-18 illustrates the automatic transitioning between the MPPT and PLS modes. At startup,
the MPPT is active for Vw = 8 m/s and continues to be active when the wind speed changes to
8.5m/s. At Vw = 8 m/s, the algorithm achieved a TSR value of 8 before the wind changed to 8.5
m/s. After detecting an increase in wind speed at 12.5s (Vw = 8.5 m/s), the algorithm quickly
sought out the MPP for the new wind speed and was to operate at the optimal TSR value of 8.1.
At 19s, the algorithm successfully detects an increase in wind speed to 9 m/s and that the WES is
generating surplus power. Due to the surplus power, the power management control activated the
PLS and successfully regulated the output power to the set power limit of 1600W. As a result, of
the regulation, the WES operated at a sub-optimal operating point with a TSR value of 6.4 until it
detected a decrease in wind speed at 24s. At 24s, the algorithm detected that the wind speed has
decreased and that the power has dropped below the power limit. As a result, the algorithm
transitioned back to the MPPT mode and successfully resumed operation at a near optimal TSR
value of 7.9 at 27s.
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Figure 5-18 Performance of the power management controller with active PLS (Plimit =
1400W). MPPT active at Vw = 7-8.5m/s and PLS active at Vw = 9m/s. Successful mode
transitions: MPPT to PLS transition at 19s and PLS to MPPT transition at 24s.
The performance of the sensor-less version of the proposed slope assist MPPT algorithm was also
assessed in this study and presented in Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-21 with the same wind profile as
depicted in Figure 5-15. The performance results show that the rectified voltage reference based
algorithm (sensor-less) performance is consistent with the speed reference based slope assist
algorithm.

The performance of the sensor-less algorithm was very similar to that of the speed

based algorithm; the sensor-less algorithm achieved the same average Cp value of 0.46 and
average TSR value of 7.8.
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Figure 5-19 Performance of the sensor-less slope assist MPPT (with the rectified voltage
reference). The wind conditions are identical to the profile depicted in Figure 5-15.
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Figure 5-20 Power coefficient performance of the sensor-less slope assist MPPT (with the
rectified voltage reference). The wind conditions are identical to the profile depicted in
Figure 5-15 where the wind speed varied from 6.5-9.5 m/s.
As depicted in Figure 5-21 and Figure 5-22, the sensor-less version of the slope assist MPPT
algorithm was also subjected to another wind profile where the wind speed varied from 5.6-9.8
m/s. The algorithm achieved an average TSR of 8 and an average Cp value of 0.47.
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Figure 5-21 Performance of the sensor-less slope assist MPPT (with rectified voltage as
system reference). The wind speed ranges from 5.8-9.8 m/s.
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Figure 5-22: Power coefficient performance of the sensor-less slope assist MPPT (with
rectified voltage as system reference). The wind speed ranges from 5.8-9.8 m/s.

5.2 Experimental Studies
5.2.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup consists of a 200W wind turbine simulator, a DSP (digital signal
processor) MPPT controller, and a boost power converter with a three phase diode bridge rectifier
(see Figure 5-23). The wind turbine simulator is comprised of a Nord SK112MH/4 induction
motor, a Nord 4.66:1 gearbox, a Yaskawa A1000 motor driver, and an AXLION 300STK2M
permanent magnet synchronous generator.
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The wind turbine simulator was designed based on the power coefficient function given by (5-4)
and is illustrated in Figure 5-24. By applying the power coefficient function described in (5-4)
and manipulating the standard wind turbine power and TSR equations (eq. (2-4) and (2-6)), the
wind turbine simulator torque characteristic was derived as eq. (5-5). Using the DriveWorks EZ
software, the torque characteristic was programmed into the Yaskawa induction motor driver; the
turbine simulator program diagram is represented by Figure 5-25. To verify the functionality of
the turbine simulator, the system was subjected to varying load conditions for a range of wind
speeds. Figure 5-26 illustrates the system’s experimentally obtained power characteristics.
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Figure 5-23 Experimental Setup.
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Figure 5-24 Wind turbine simulator power coefficient (Cp) curve.
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Figure 5-25 Wind turbine simulator program implemented in the Yaskawa A1000 induction
motor driver using the DriveWorks EZ software.
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Figure 5-26 Measured power curves of the wind turbine simulator setup (top: power VS
rectified voltage; bottom: power VS speed).
5.2.2 Experimental Performance Results
Using the wind turbine simulator, the performance of the fixed-step and variable step P&O
algorithms were compared with the proposed slope assist MPPT algorithm. Verifying the
simulation results in Section 5.1, the experimental results show that the slope assist algorithm has
a significantly shorter MPP search time and has a higher MPP extraction efficiency than the P&O
algorithms. The MPPT algorithms were subjected to the same wind conditions and the wind
speed was changed when the algorithm found the MPP. The MPP values obtained by all the
algorithms were the same, but the fixed-step P&O had the longest search times while the
proposed slope assist had the shortest. The MPP search times for the algorithms are summarized
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in Table 5-1 and the search performances are illustrated by Figure 5-27 - Figure 5-30. Each
algorithm was subjected to three wind speeds (6 m/s, 5 m/s, and 4 m/s); the wind speed change
occurred after a successful MPP search. The experimental results have shown that the average
MPP search time for proposed slope assist MPPT algorithm is significantly shorter; the proposed
algorithm achieved an average MPP search time of 6.7s. The proposed algorithm was, on
average, 58% faster than the fixed step P&O and 47% faster than the variable step P&O at
determining the MPPs.
Table 5-1 MPP search time comparison.
MPP Search Times (s)
Algorithm
Fixed-Step
P&O
Variable-Step
P&O
Slope Assist

Average Search Time (s)

Vw = 6 m/s

Vw = 5 m/s

Vw = 4 m/s

21 s

4s

24 s

16.3s

12 s

13 s

15 s

13.3s

11 s

3s

6s

6.7s
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Figure 5-27 Fixed-step P&O algorithm performance.
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Figure 5-28 Variable-step P&O algorithm performance.
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Figure 5-29 Slope Assist MPPT algorithm performance. Bottom graph is the zoomed in
portion of the output voltage and phase current.
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Figure 5-30 Slope Assist MPPT algorithm performance: zoomed in at MPP for Vw = 6 m/s.
The functionality of the power management controller (which consists of the slope assist MPPT
and PLS) was also experimentally verified. Figure 5-31 illustrates that the controller seamlessly
switches between PLS and slope assist MPPT. With the output power limit set at 75W, the power
management controller activated the PLS when subjected to a wind speed was 6 m/s. As Figure
5-30 shows, the wind turbine should generate approximately 92W at the MPP for a wind speed of
6 m/s.

Demonstrating that the PLS is active, Figure 5-32 shows that the output voltage was

regulated at approximately 61.1V which corresponds to 74.6W (within 2% of the power limit)
rather than reaching the MPP. When the wind speed drops to 5 m/s, the algorithm acknowledged
a decrease in wind speed and the power management controller transitioned from the PLS mode
to the slope assist MPPT. Once the controller is in MPPT mode, the MPPT algorithm promptly
identifies the MPP for Vw = 5 m/s (where Vo = 55.6V and P = 62W) within 14 seconds (see Figure
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5-33). When the wind speed drops further to 4 m/s, the MPPT subsequently acquires the MPP
where Vo = 40.1V and P = 32W within 5 seconds.

Vw = 6 m/s
Vw = 5 m/s
Vw = 4 m/s

Wind Speed

Output Voltage

Phase Current

TPLS, 6

TMPP, 4

TMPP,5

Figure 5-31 Proposed power management controller: PLS active at Vw = 6 m/s and normal
slope assist MPPT active at Vw = 4-5 m/s.
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Output Voltage

Figure 5-32 Proposed power management controller: PLS active at Vw = 6 m/s and normal
slope assist MPPT active at Vw = 4-5 m/s. Zoomed in at Vw = 6 m/s.
Vw = 6 m/s
Vw = 5 m/s
Wind Speed

Vw = 4 m/s

Rectified Voltage

Phase Current
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Figure 5-33 Proposed power management controller: PLS active at Vw = 6 m/s and normal
slope assist MPPT active at Vw = 4-5 m/s. Zoomed in at Vw = 5 m/s.
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5.3 Summary
In this chapter, the performance of the proposed controller was evaluated. The simulation and
experimental results have shown that the speed based and sensor-less slope assist MPPT is robust
to atmospheric change and is able to swiftly and accurately determine the MPPs of a WES
without the need for anemometers. The results have also shown the merits of the memory based
approach; the successive MPP search times are significantly reduced in both simulation and
experimental trials. In the simulation studies, the proposed slope assist MPPT was capable of
extracting 10-30% more power than the standard fixed-step P&O method. In addition, the results
have also shown that the power management controller was able to distinguish between the
conditions where the PLS mode was necessary; the controller exhibited smooth transitions
between the MPPT and the PLS modes when surplus power was detected. The results have also
shown that for the duration of the PLS mode, the WES operated at a sub-optimal operating point
that resulted in the target power.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions
Due to the ever growing global energy demand and pollution levels, clean and renewable
alternative energy resources, such as wind, have become indispensable for preserving the planet
for future generations. With wind being an unpredictable resource, it is imperative that wind
systems extract as much power from the wind as possible while it is available. To enable wind
systems to extract maximum power from the wind, maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
control algorithms are used. Compared to the wind systems that do not use MPPT controllers
(also known as fixed-speed wind systems), a variable-speed wind system with MPPT can extract
30% more power from the wind.
While extracting maximum power from the wind is important, the regulation of surplus power
generation is also imperative for wind systems that have energy storage limitations (i.e. off-grid
standalone wind systems). The motivation for this thesis was to develop an efficient power
management control scheme that maximizes the power extraction efficiency of a wind system
while minimizing the generation of surplus power.

6.1 Contributions of Thesis
In this thesis an intelligent power management control scheme for small wind energy systems has
been presented. The power management scheme maximizes a wind system’s power capture
capabilities in volatile atmospheric conditions and when necessary, minimizes the generation of
surplus power when necessary.

The control scheme intelligently and seamlessly switches

between the power maximization and power regulation scheme to strike a balance between taking
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advantage of the wind when it is available to satisfy energy demand and minimizing wasted
energy. The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
1. A versatile MPPT algorithm was designed. The proposed slope assist MPPT algorithm is
sensor-less and robust in volatile wind conditions. Due to the derived pseudo TSR, the
algorithm is able to recall the last known operating point in the event of changes in the
atmospheric conditions and predict MPPs for wind speeds that have not yet occurred to
speed up the search process. Also, the algorithm is capable of compensating the wind
turbine parameter shifts (due to aging) since it has the capability to adapt to its given
wind system’s power characteristics by recording and averaging the MPPs determined
throughout the course of its lifetime.
2. A power regulating algorithm (the PLS) has also been developed to minimize the
production of surplus power.

By minimizing the production of surplus power, the

system’s dummy load can have a lower heat and size requirement as it does not need to
dissipate excessive power in high wind speeds
3. An intelligent state observer control module was developed. The state observer monitors
the trends in the input signals to detect steady state and atmospheric changes. With the
information provided by the MPPT and PLS modules, the state observer is capable of
identifying the type of atmospheric change (i.e. increase or decrease in wind) to minimize
logic errors and make informed system adjustments. The control module also monitors
the WES power generation to select the appropriate tracking modes for any given
situation.
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4. Modeling and stability analysis of the WES used in this study was completed. The
stability analysis has shown that the WES is stable throughout the desired wind speed
range (3-12 m/s) for this study.
5. An experimental prototype of a PMSG WES simulator was designed and developed to
test the functionality of the proposed power management controller. The simulator was
programmed with custom wind turbine torque characteristics and produced a series of
power curves for a range of wind speeds.
6. The proposed power management controller that consists of the state observer, PLS and
MPPT modules was implemented in a digital signal processor. The functionality of the
proposed controller was experimentally verified.

6.2 Future Works
This work was focused on small wind energy systems with low inertia and fast reaction times. In
the future, it would be beneficial to modify the controller to work with large wind turbines with
high inertia. The state observer time frame and the power limit are currently selected as a fixed
value. Ideally, the proposed algorithm would be able to automatically select an appropriate time
frame for its given wind turbine—small wind turbines require shorter observation time frames
while larger turbines require longer time frames. To make the WES fully automated, the power
management controller would be able to actively identify the load power demand and set the
power limit accordingly.

6.3 Conclusion
In this thesis, an intelligent power management controller for small grid-connected or standalone
wind energy systems is proposed. The controller is capable of tracking rapidly changing wind
speeds, continuously adapting to the WES over time, and regulating the power generation in high
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speeds to minimize wasted surplus power generation. The power management controller consists
of a state observer control module and two tracking modules: the slope assist maximum power
point tracker (MPPT) and the power limit search (PLS). Without the need of external sensors
(e.g. anemometers), the state observer records and analyzes the operational data (the generator
speed, rectified voltage, and the input current to the power) to identify the current wind
conditions and whether or not the system is ready for the next perturbation step. The state
observer also serves as a supervisory unit that determines which tracking module to activate
according to the wind conditions.

The main responsibility of the MPPT module is to extract

maximum power from the wind while it is available. Rather than to extract maximum power
from the wind, the PLS is designed to minimize the amount of excess power wasted in standalone
systems that have energy storage limitations. By regulating the output power, less power would
be redirected to the dummy load and therefore reduce its size and heat dissipation requirements.
To guide the WES towards the desired operating states, the slope assist MPPT and PLS modules
use the data from the state observer to generate a pseudo TSR (pTSR) slope value that enables it
to mitigate and prevent logical errors due to atmospheric changes. The pTSR enables the
controller to distinguish between an expected power change due to normal perturbation or due to
atmospheric condition variations.

To proactively compensate for the changes in the wind

conditions and shorten the search process, the controller uses the pTSR to identify the type of
wind change (increase/decrease in wind speed), and to remember and recover its last operating
state before an atmospheric change. In this thesis a speed based and a sensor-less version of the
power management controller has been presented. Due to the near linear relationship between the
rectified voltage and the generator speed, the mechanical speed sensor is easily eliminated from
the speed based controller for the sensor-less variation of the controller.
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The performance of the power management controller has been evaluated through simulation and
experimental studies. The results have demonstrated that the proposed controller is effective in
extracting maximum power from volatile wind conditions and verified the power regulation
functionally of the PLS module. To quantify the performance of the proposed slope assist MPPT,
it was compared to the conventional fixed-step and variable-step P&O MPPT algorithms. While
the variable-step MPPT had a better performance than the fixed-step variation, the results have
shown that the slope assist MPPT was able to extract 10-30% more power than the variable-step
algorithm and has a significantly shorter MPP search time. The simulation and experimental
results have also shown that the controller was able to correctly select and transition between the
two tracking modes based on the wind condition.
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Appendix A: Power Management Controller Overall Flow Chart

Appendix B: Power Regulator Controller Source Code
#include <Stdlib.h>
#include <String.h>
#include <math.h>
//Timing Variables
int sampling_time = 0;
int timer = 0;
//PLS Variables
double pPdiff = 0;
double PL_p_slope = 0;
double power_limit = -1;
double PLS_mode = 0;
double Pdiff = 0;
double PL_changed_ref_flag = 0;
double PL_p_power = 0;
double PL_p_speed = 0;
double PL_slope_ref = 0;
double PL_slope_ref_diff = 0;
double PL_p_slope_diff = 0;

//Slope MPPT Variables
double c_speed = 0; //current speed
double c_power = 0; //current power
double p_speed = 0;
double p_power = 0;
double slope_mode_power = 0;
double slope_mode_speed= 0;
double slope_mode_c_speed = 0;
double c_slope = 0;
double p_slope = 0;
double slope_error;
double speed_error;
double speed_polarity;
double power_change;
double speed_change;
double MPP_slope;
double rate_of_change = 0; //for MID INTERVAL WIND CHANGE DETECTION
double expected_boundary_power = 0; //for MID INTERVAL WIND CHANGE DETECTION
double slope_boundary = 0; //for MID INTERVAL WIND CHANGE DETECTION
double p_rate_of_change =0; //for MID INTERVAL WIND CHANGE DETECTION
double slope_mode_speed_polarity = 0; //for MID INTERVAL WIND CHANGE DETECTION
double i_p_power = 0;
double i_p_speed = 0;
double i_p_slope = 0;
int i_changed_ref_flag = 0;
int i_initial = 1;
double i_slope_distance = 0;
double p_speed_ref = 0;
int MPP_count = 0;
int slope_mode = 0;
int already_at_MPP_flag = 0;
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int changed_ref_flag = 0;
int MPP_slope_used = 0;
int reached_speed_ref = 0;
double MPP_power = 0;
double MPP_speed = 0;
int slope_mode_init_position = 0;

//State Observer Variables
int SO_index;
int FSEP; //first speed entry position
int LSEP; //last speed entry position
int FPEP; //first power entry position
int LPEP; //last power entry position
double SO_MPS; //maximum positive speed
double SO_MNS; //max negative speed
double SO_MPP; //maximum positive power
double SO_MNP; //maximum negative power
int divergence_counter = 0; //how many times the speed reference is registered as steady but cannot reach speed
reference
double divergence_error = 0; //error between the reference speed and the actual speed
int divergence_counter_limit = 3; //how many passes before determining that the speed reference cannot be reached
double expected_pow = 0;
double temp = 0;
double p_temp;
int speed_steady_state = 0;
int power_steady_state = 0;
int speed_steady_state_count = 0;
int SO_array_size = 5;
double SO_speed_array[5];
double SO_power_array[5];
int index = 0;
int power_index;
int i, j, k, m;
int SO_counter = 0; //counts the entries of SO arrays (up to max SO array size)
double Training_speeddata[50];
double Training_powerdata[50];
int MPP_array_counter = 0;
int MPP_count_limit = 50;
//Control Variables
double speed_ref;
double slope_ref;
double duty_cycle = 0;
int initial_startup_flag = 1;
//Debug Variables
int wind_change = 0;
//Error Condition Variables
int error_cond_count = 0;
int error_cond_speed_ref = 0;
//*********************************************
if (sampling_time == 1)
{
timer = 0;
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sampling_time = 0;
}
timer++;
if (timer>20000) sampling_time = 1;
if(sampling_time == 1)
{
c_speed = in[0]; //currently holds the measured generator speed
c_power = in[1]; //currently holds the measured power

//********** BEGIN State Observer
//************************************************************
//****
POPULATES GENERATOR SPEED ARRAY
*****
//************************************************************
//circular array for speeds (index is which entry to replace, and FSEP is where the oldest entry is)
if (SO_index == SO_array_size)
{
SO_index = 0;
}
SO_speed_array[SO_index] = c_speed;
SO_power_array[SO_index] = c_power;
SO_index++;
if (SO_counter == 0) FSEP = 0;
else
{
if (FSEP < SO_array_size-1) FSEP++;
else FSEP = 0;
if(SO_counter == -1)
{
SO_counter = 0;
}
}
if (FSEP >=0 ) LSEP = FSEP-1;
if(LSEP < 0) LSEP = SO_array_size-1;
if(SO_counter < 5) SO_counter++;
//************************************************************
//****
ANAYLZES GENERATOR SPEED ARRAY
*****
//************************************************************
if(SO_counter >= 5) //if there are at least 5 speed entries then analyze
{
SO_MPS = 0;
SO_MNS = 0;
temp = 0;
p_temp = 0;
SO_MPP = 0;
SO_MNP = 0;
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for(j = 1; j < SO_array_size; j++)
{
if(FSEP+j < SO_array_size)
{
temp = SO_speed_array[FSEP+j] - SO_speed_array[FSEP];
p_temp = SO_power_array[FSEP+j] - SO_power_array[FSEP];
}
else if (FSEP+j >= SO_array_size)
{
temp =SO_speed_array[FSEP+j-SO_array_size] - SO_speed_array[FSEP];
p_temp =SO_power_array[FSEP+j-SO_array_size] - SO_power_array[FSEP];
}
if (temp> 0)
{
if(abs(temp) > abs(SO_MPS)) SO_MPS = temp;
}
else if (temp <0)
{
if(abs(temp) > abs(SO_MNS)) SO_MNS = temp;
}
//POWER ANALYSIS
if (p_temp> 0)
{
if(abs(p_temp) > abs(SO_MPP)) SO_MPP = p_temp;
}
else if (p_temp <0)
{
if(abs(p_temp) > abs(SO_MNP)) SO_MNP = p_temp;
}

SO_MPS =SO_MPS/SO_speed_array[FSEP];
SO_MNS = SO_MNS/SO_speed_array[FSEP];
SO_MPP =SO_MPP/SO_power_array[FSEP];
SO_MNP = SO_MNP/SO_power_array[FSEP];

} //end for (finished looping through the speed array)
//DETERMINE TREND
if((SO_MPS + abs(SO_MNS)) < 0.005 && (SO_MPP + abs(SO_MNP)) < 0.01)
{
//if change between first recorded speed and last was within 1% then steady state
speed_steady_state = 1;
//if the ref hasn't changed and it's not initial startup
//the first time steady state means initialization done, start controller if = 0
if (initial_startup_flag == 1)
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{
changed_ref_flag = 1;
initial_startup_flag = 0;
}
} //end steady state check: steady state true
else
{
if(p_speed_ref == speed_ref && speed_steady_state ==1 && reached_speed_ref == 1 && wind_change
== 0)
{
//speed reference changed didn't change and was at steady speed
wind_change = 1;
if(already_at_MPP_flag ==2)
{
already_at_MPP_flag = 3;
}
}
if(speed_steady_state != -2)
{
speed_steady_state = -1;
}

} //end steady state check: steady false
}
else
{
speed_steady_state = -1; //not enough speed data points
speed_steady_state_count = 0;
}//end if: not enough data points

//*************** END State Observer **********************************
//************** BEGIN CONTROL******************************

if (speed_steady_state == 1 && initial_startup_flag == 0)
{
power_limit = in[3];
duty_cycle = in[2];
//Calculate Intermediate Decision variables:
//Calculate CURRENT SLOPE
c_slope = pow(c_power, 1/3.0)/c_speed;
//Calculate SPEED ERROR
speed_error = (c_speed-speed_ref)/speed_ref;
if(speed_ref == 0) speed_error = 0; //initial start up, so assume speed error to be 0

//Calculate SLOPE ERROR only if slope mode is invoked
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if (slope_mode > 0) slope_error = (c_slope - slope_ref)/slope_ref; //SLOPE MODE > 0 means slope mode is
activated
//Calculate POWER CHANGE
if(p_power == 0) power_change = 0.1; //initial start up
else power_change = (c_power - p_power)/p_power;
//Calculate SPEED CHANGE (NOT speed reference change)
speed_change = (c_speed - p_speed)/p_speed;
//Calculate SPEED POLARITY (positive - increase speed; negative - decrease speed)
if(speed_change <0)
speed_polarity = -1;
else
speed_polarity = 1;
//SPEED error is less than 1%
if(abs(speed_error) < 0.01)
{

if ((c_power > power_limit || PLS_mode == 1 || PLS_mode == 5) && power_limit > 0 && PLS_mode >=
0)
{
Pdiff = (c_power - power_limit)/power_limit;
already_at_MPP_flag = 0;
//PLS_mode = -1 = Exit PLS
//PLS_mode = 0 = PLS not triggered
//PLS_mode = 1 = PLS in progress
//PLS_mode = 5 = PL achieved
if(PLS_mode == 0)
{
PLS_mode = 1;
speed_ref = c_speed*0.95;
PL_changed_ref_flag = 1;
p_rate_of_change = 0;
wind_change = 0;
slope_mode = 0;
p_power = c_power;
p_speed = c_speed;
p_slope = c_slope;
PL_p_slope = c_slope;
PL_slope_ref = c_slope;

}
else
{
PL_slope_ref_diff = (c_slope - PL_slope_ref)/PL_slope_ref;
PL_p_slope_diff = (c_slope - PL_p_slope)/PL_p_slope;
if((PL_slope_ref_diff < -0.02) || ((PL_p_slope_diff <-0.02) && c_speed < PL_p_speed))
{
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//PL_slope_ref_diff < -0.02 MEANS:
//if the current slope/operating point is too far right of the slope
//recorded at the beginning of PLS
//we want the lower TSR rather than the higher TSR due to restrictions
//on the generator speed
//PL_slope_ref is the slope recorded at the beginning of the PLS operation
//PL_p_slope_diff <-0.02 MEANS:
//slope is flatter than previous slope despite a decrease in speed
//means decreased wind
//decreases in speed should result in increased slope.
if(c_power < power_limit*0.98)
{
//EXIT PLS if the current power is less than the power limit due to the wind
//decrease
PL_changed_ref_flag = 0;
PLS_mode = -1;
pPdiff = 0;
p_power = c_power;
p_speed = c_speed;
p_slope = c_slope;
}
else
{
//KEEP DECREASING as long as it is above the power limit towards the boundary
PL_changed_ref_flag = 1;
speed_ref = speed_ref*(1-abs(Pdiff));
}
}
else if((PL_p_slope_diff > 0.02 && c_speed > PL_p_speed) || (PLS_mode == 5 && Pdiff>0.03))
{
//slope is sharper than previous slope despite an increase in speed
//means increased wind
//increases in speed should result in flatter slope.
//DECREASE SPEED
//if closer to power limit, decrease less
//if further from power limit decrease more
//so decrease by power difference
PL_changed_ref_flag = 1;
speed_ref = speed_ref*(1-abs(Pdiff));
}
else
{
//if(abs(Pdiff-pPdiff) < 0.01 && abs(Pdiff) <0.02)
if (abs(Pdiff) <0.01)
{
//reached power limit do nothing
PL_changed_ref_flag = 1;
PLS_mode = 5;
PL_slope_ref = c_slope; //reset the slope ref to the current slope at the desired power limit
}
else
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{
if(c_power > power_limit)
{
speed_ref = speed_ref*(1-abs(Pdiff));
}
else
{
speed_ref = speed_ref*(1+abs(Pdiff));
}
if(speed_ref > p_speed) speed_ref = p_speed;
PL_changed_ref_flag = 1;
}
}
}
if(PL_changed_ref_flag == 1)
{
PL_p_power = c_power;
PL_p_speed = c_speed;
pPdiff = Pdiff;
PL_p_slope = c_slope;
}

}
else
{
//SPEED REF reached and using MPPT
reached_speed_ref = 1;
PL_p_slope = 0;
rate_of_change = (power_change*p_power)/(speed_change*p_speed); //for MID INTERVAL WIND
CHANGE DETECTION

//for MID INTERVAL WIND CHANGE DETECTION
if(speed_ref != 0 && power_change > 0 && slope_mode <= 0 && already_at_MPP_flag == 0 &&
slope_mode != -1 && wind_change !=2 && wind_change != 3 && PLS_mode != -1)
{
if(p_rate_of_change != 0 && abs(rate_of_change) > abs(p_rate_of_change)*1.02) wind_change =
4;
}
else
rate_of_change = 0;

if(wind_change == 2 || wind_change == 3 || slope_mode == 4 || slope_mode == 5) wind_change = 0;
if ((wind_change == 4 || wind_change == 1) && slope_mode <= 0)
{
slope_mode = 4;
slope_ref = p_slope;
slope_mode_power = p_power; //power corresponds to previous slope
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slope_mode_speed = p_speed; //speed corresponds to previous slope
slope_mode_c_speed = c_speed;
already_at_MPP_flag = 0;
changed_ref_flag = 1;
if(c_slope > slope_ref) slope_mode_init_position = 1; //c_slope is originally higher than slope ref
(op. pointn is on the left - lower speed)
else slope_mode_init_position = -1; //c_slope is originally less than slope ref (operating point is on
the right hand side - higher speed)
rate_of_change = 0;
}
else
{
if(speed_ref == 0)
{
//SPEED REF is 0 (right after initial start up)
//Start up just finished, give initial arbitrary speed decrease to probe system
//SPEED REF decreased by 2%
speed_ref = c_speed*0.98;
//CHANGED REF FLAG set to TRUE
changed_ref_flag = 1;
} //end if: start up SEQUENCE
else if (slope_mode > 0)
{
//SLOPE MODE is ACTIVE
already_at_MPP_flag = 0;
if(abs(slope_error) < 0.01 && c_power > i_p_power*0.01)
{
if(speed_ref > slope_mode_c_speed)
{
slope_mode_speed_polarity = 1;
}
else
slope_mode_speed_polarity = -1;
//SLOPE ERROR is less than 5%
//SLOPE REF reached so apply small change to SPEED REF according to speed polarity
if(abs(slope_mode_speed - speed_ref)/slope_mode_speed >0.05 && slope_mode != 4 &&
slope_mode != 5)
{
//Applying TSR and not ending up at same speed meaning wind speed has changed
wind_change = 3;
if(slope_mode_speed < speed_ref)
speed_ref = speed_ref*(1+(slope_mode_speed_polarity*0.05));
else
speed_ref = speed_ref*(1-(slope_mode_speed_polarity*0.05));
}
else
{
if(power_change < 0)
speed_ref = speed_ref*(1 -(slope_mode_speed_polarity*0.02));
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else
speed_ref = speed_ref*(1 +(slope_mode_speed_polarity*0.02));
}
if (slope_mode == 1 || slope_mode == 5)
{
//Normal mode detected
slope_mode = -1; //Exit out of slope assist mode
rate_of_change = 0;
}
else if(slope_mode == 2)
{
//MPP slope mode detected
slope_mode = -2; //Exit out of slope assist mode
rate_of_change = 0;
}
else if(slope_mode == 4) //Wind Change
{
slope_mode = -4;
rate_of_change = 0;
}
//CHANGED REF FLAG set to TRUE
changed_ref_flag = 1;
i_p_power = 0;
i_p_speed = 0;

}//end if: SLOPE MODE activated (1: normal mode; 2: MPP slope mode)
else
{
//SPEED REF reached, but SLOPE REF not reached
//still converging to SLOPE REF
if(abs((c_power-i_p_power)/i_p_power) < 0.01 || ((c_power-i_p_power)/i_p_power) < -0.01 )
{
//if the POWER CHANGE is negative during SLOPE convergence
//stop SLOPE convergence
if (abs((c_power-i_p_power)/i_p_power) < -0.01)
{
slope_mode = -3; //exit SLOPE MODE
speed_ref = speed_ref*(1 -(speed_polarity*0.02)); //reverse direction of speed change
}
else
{
//within 1% of power so MPP is found
already_at_MPP_flag = 1;
MPP_power = c_power;
MPP_speed = c_speed;
slope_mode = -3; //exit SLOPE MODE
speed_ref = speed_ref*(1 +(speed_polarity*0.02)); //reverse direction of speed change
}
}
//CHANGED REF FLAG set to TRUE
changed_ref_flag = 1;
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rate_of_change = 0;
} //End if: SPEED REF reached but NOT SLOPE REF (in the convergence process)
} //end if: SLOPE MODE active
else if (slope_mode <= 0)
{
//SLOPE MODE NOT ACTIVE:
//POWER CHANGE is almost zero (MPP is found)
if(abs(power_change) <0.01)
{
if(already_at_MPP_flag == 0)
{
already_at_MPP_flag = 1;
MPP_power = c_power;
MPP_speed = c_speed;
//TRY PROBING
speed_ref = speed_ref*(1+(speed_polarity*0.02));
if(slope_mode == -1) slope_mode = 0;
//CHANGED REF FLAG set to TRUE
changed_ref_flag = 1;

}
else if(already_at_MPP_flag == 1)
{
already_at_MPP_flag = 2;
//MPP SLOPE MODE == -2 means was just used so no need to store as new MPP
//so if NOT MPP SLOPE store as new MPP
if(slope_mode != -2)
{
MPP_array_counter++;
if(MPP_array_counter >= MPP_count_limit)
{
MPP_count = MPP_count_limit;
MPP_array_counter = 0;
m = MPP_count_limit;
}
Training_speeddata[MPP_array_counter] = c_speed;
Training_powerdata[MPP_array_counter] = c_power;
if(MPP_count == 0) m = MPP_array_counter;
for(i = 0; i<m; i++)
{
MPP_slope += pow(Training_powerdata[i], 1/3.0)/Training_speeddata[i];
}
MPP_slope = MPP_slope/MPP_count;
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} //end if: just exited MPP slope mode
//Reset SLOPE MODE
slope_mode = 0;
}//end if: was NOT previously at MPP
//if ALREADY_AT_MPP_FLAG == TRUE then already at MPP so do not change
} //end if: POWER CHANGE~0 (found MPP)
else
{
//POWER CHANGE is NOT zero
if(slope_mode == -4) rate_of_change = 0;
//Reset SLOPE MODE to 0
slope_mode = 0;
if(already_at_MPP_flag == 2 || already_at_MPP_flag == 1 || already_at_MPP_flag == 3)
{
//Was at MPP previously
if(abs((MPP_power - c_power)/MPP_power) > 0.05)
{
//Reset ALREADY AT MPP FLAG to 0
already_at_MPP_flag = 0;
if(((MPP_power - c_power)/MPP_power)>0)
{
speed_ref = speed_ref*1.02;
}
else
{
speed_ref = speed_ref*0.98;
}
wind_change = 2;
}
}//end if: was at MPP previously
else if (power_change > 0)
{
//Increase in POWER
if((abs(power_change)) < 0.2)
speed_ref = speed_ref*(1+(speed_polarity*abs(power_change)));
else
speed_ref = speed_ref*(1+(speed_polarity*0.2));

}//end if: increase in POWER
else
{
//POWER CHANGE is negative
if(slope_mode == -4)
{
speed_ref = speed_ref*(1-(speed_polarity*0.05));
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slope_mode = 0;
wind_change = 0;
rate_of_change = 0;
}
else if(abs(power_change)>0.02)
{
slope_mode = 1;
slope_ref = p_slope;
slope_mode_power = p_power; //power corresponds to previous slope
slope_mode_speed = p_speed; //speed corresponds to previous slope
slope_mode_c_speed = c_speed;
if(c_slope > slope_ref) slope_mode_init_position = 1; //c_slope is originally higher than
slope ref (op. pointn is on the left - lower speed)
else slope_mode_init_position = -1; //c_slope is originally less than slope ref (operating
point is on the right hand side - higher speed)
}
else
{
speed_ref = speed_ref*(1-(speed_polarity*abs(power_change)));
}
}//end if: negative change in power

//CHANGED REF FLAG is set to TRUE
changed_ref_flag = 1;

}//end if: POWER CHANGE > 1%

}//end if: SLOPE MODE < 0 (SLOPE MODE NOT activated)
} //end if: WIND CHANGE != 4
//CHANGED REF FLAG == TRUE?
//Update values if SPEED REF was changed
if(changed_ref_flag == 1)
{
//REACHED SPEED REF reset
reached_speed_ref = 0;
//SLOPE MODE used
//Calculate new SPEED REF based on SLOPE REF
if(slope_mode > 0)
{
//Bisector method to move towards the SLOPE REF
if (c_slope > slope_ref)
{
if((pow(c_power, 1/3.0)/slope_ref) > 1.05*speed_ref)
{
speed_ref = 1.05*speed_ref;
}
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else
speed_ref = pow(c_power, 1/3.0)/slope_ref;

if(speed_ref > slope_mode_c_speed && slope_mode_init_position == -1) speed_ref =
slope_mode_c_speed;
//speed direction is reversed and power change for previous direction was positive
//then we should only move in the reverse direction by a small change to probe the system
if((speed_ref-c_speed)*(speed_change) < 0 && power_change > 0 && speed_ref-c_speed >
0) speed_ref = c_speed*1.05;

}
else
{
expected_pow = c_speed*slope_ref;
expected_pow = (expected_pow+pow(c_power, (1/3.0)))/2.0;
if((expected_pow/slope_ref) < 0.9*speed_ref)
{
speed_ref = 0.9*speed_ref;
}
else
speed_ref = expected_pow/slope_ref;
}
if(c_power > i_p_power)
{
i_p_power = c_power;
i_p_speed = c_speed;
i_p_slope = c_slope;
}

}
//Update PREVIOUS values with CURRENT values
p_rate_of_change = rate_of_change; //for MID INTERVAL WIND CHANGE DETECTION
p_power = c_power;
p_speed = c_speed;
p_slope = c_slope;
p_speed_ref = speed_ref;
//SPEED STEADY STATE set to TRANSITION
speed_steady_state = -2;
//Reset CHANGED REF FLAG
changed_ref_flag = 0;
}//end if: CHANGED REF FLAG == 1
}// end if: speed reference has been reached and power limit has not been reached
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error_cond_count = 0;
}// end if: speed reference has been reached
else
{
//SPEED REF not reached and duty is at minimum
if(duty_cycle < 0.05 && c_power < p_power*0.8 && slope_mode <= 0 && c_power < power_limit &&
power_limit > 0)
{
if(error_cond_count == 0 && speed_ref != error_cond_speed_ref)
{
error_cond_speed_ref = speed_ref;
error_cond_count++;
}
else if (error_cond_count < 3 && speed_ref == error_cond_speed_ref)
{
error_cond_count++;
}
else
{
slope_mode = 5;
slope_ref = p_slope;
slope_mode_power = p_power; //power corresponds to previous slope
slope_mode_speed = p_speed; //speed corresponds to previous slope
slope_mode_c_speed = c_speed;
expected_pow = c_speed*slope_ref;
expected_pow = (expected_pow+pow(c_power, (1/3.0)))/2.0;
if((expected_pow/slope_ref) < 0.9*speed_ref)
{
speed_ref = 0.9*speed_ref;
}
else
speed_ref = expected_pow/slope_ref;
//Update PREVIOUS values with CURRENT values
p_rate_of_change = rate_of_change; //for MID INTERVAL WIND CHANGE DETECTION
p_power = c_power;
p_speed = c_speed;
p_slope = c_slope;
p_speed_ref = speed_ref;
//SPEED STEADY STATE set to TRANSITION
speed_steady_state = -2;
error_cond_count = 0;
error_cond_speed_ref = speed_ref;
}
}

}
}//end if: steady state reached and passed initial start up
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}//end if: End Sampling time
out[0] = c_power;
out[1] = p_power;
out[2] = initial_startup_flag;
out[3] = speed_ref;
out[4] = slope_error;
out[5] = already_at_MPP_flag;
out[6] = p_rate_of_change;
out[7] = power_change;
out[8] = slope_mode;
out[9] = wind_change;
out[10] = slope_mode_speed;
out[11] = p_slope;
out[12] = slope_mode_power;
out[13] = slope_ref;
out[14] = c_slope;
out[15] = rate_of_change;
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